Aniketos is about establishing and maintaining trustworthiness and secure behaviour in a constantly changing service environment. The project aligns existing and develops new technology, methods, tools and security services that support the design-time creation and run-time dynamic behaviour of composite services, addressing service developers, service providers and service end users.

This deliverable describes models and methodologies for managing trust for services, mainly reporting the results of the first two tasks in WP2. A specific focus is on the compositional aspects of services as well as in their dynamic nature. D2.1 investigates trust as a multi-faceted concept. Technical models and mechanisms such as certification and Security-by-Contract aim to establish and maintain the trustworthiness of the composite services while user-centric factors will influence the establishment of trust among users of a service. Trust models and mechanisms are defined for both design-time development and runtime trust monitoring of composite services. Additionally, patterns and guidelines for establishing trust are defined to support service developers in designing systems that provide a more trustworthy experience for end users.
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Executive summary

Aniketos aims to help in establishing and maintaining trustworthiness and secure behaviour in a constantly changing service environment. The project aligns existing and develops new technology, methods, tools and security services that support the design-time creation and run-time dynamic behaviour of composite services, addressing service developers, service providers and service end users.

Towards achieving Aniketos goals in relation to trustworthiness, this deliverable describes models and methodologies for establishing and maintaining trust for services. A specific focus is on the compositional aspects of services as well as in their dynamic nature. D2.1 investigates trust as a multi-faceted concept. On one hand, technical models and mechanisms such as certification and Security-by-Contract aim to establish and maintain the trustworthiness of the composite services, while on the other hand, social and user-centric factors also have significant influence.

Trustworthiness and security are closely-related concepts. Security mechanisms such as encryption, authentication, and authorization are necessary steps in establishing trust. For example, authentication mechanisms assure the service consumer that the provider of the service is who he claims he is. Similarly, a service might interact with its consumer through encrypted communication ensuring confidentiality. Nevertheless, security mechanisms alone are not sufficient as they do not assure the behaviour of the service. The service may not behave in the way it is required or expected in terms of reliability, availability, privacy, etc. In Aniketos we aim to examine multiple aspects of trustworthiness in service compositions, including how trust and security models and mechanisms, though distinct, can complement and support each other in services environments, particularly in service composition.

The trust models and mechanisms are based on trustworthiness requirements as specified in WP1. They are defined for both design-time development and runtime trustworthiness monitoring of composite services. Additionally, patterns and guidelines for establishing trust are defined in the deliverable to support service developers in designing systems that provide a more trustful experience for end users. The models and mechanisms described in this deliverable will be implemented in a prototype for D2.2 which includes a trustworthiness prediction module and a trustworthiness runtime monitoring module.
1 Introduction

1.1 Aniketos motivation and background

The Future Internet will provide an environment in which a diverse range of services are offered by a diverse range of suppliers, and users are likely to unknowingly invoke underlying services in a dynamic and ad hoc manner. Moving from today’s static services, we will see service consumers that transparently mix and match service components depending on service availability, quality, price and security attributes. Thus, the applications end users see may be composed of multiple services from many different providers, and the end user may have little in the way of guarantee that a particular service or service supplier will actually offer the security claimed.

![Diagram: Goal: establish and maintain security and trustworthiness in composite services]

Aniketos is about establishing and maintaining trustworthiness and secure behaviour in a constantly changing service environment. The project aligns existing and develop new technology, methods, tools and security services that support the design-time creation and run-time dynamic behaviour of composite services, addressing service developers, service providers and service end users.

Aniketos provides methods for analysing, solving, and sharing information on how new threats and vulnerabilities can be mitigated. The project constructs a platform for creating and maintaining secure and trusted composite services. Specifications, best practices, standards and certification work related to security and trust of composite services are promoted for inclusion in European reference architectures. Our approach to achieving trustworthiness and security of adaptive services takes account of socio-technical aspects as well as basic technical issues.

1.2 Structure of this document

The document is structured as follows: Chapter 2 provides an overview of existing relevant work on trust in computer science in general with particular focus on the social concept of trust and on technical methods and models of measuring and managing trust. The social trust concepts consider
domain-general factors which might influence trust, trustworthiness, and reputation. The chapter then explains lessons learned from the developments in technical trust models in Internet of Services (IoS), Web services, and service composition particularly in relation to their strengths and weaknesses.

Chapter 3 complements technical mechanisms for establishing trust with user-centric mechanisms for establishing trust among end-users of composite services. This area aims to help service developers in designing and running systems that are trustworthy.

Chapter 4 analyses functional, non-functional and architectural requirements based on WP1 tasks T1.3 (Aniketos platform requirements and scenarios) and T1.4 (Overall architecture of Aniketos platform). The requirements are relevant to both WP2 in establishing and maintaining trust in composed services and to WP1 in defining the socio-technical security modelling language and tool (T1.2).

Chapter 5 looks at various Aniketos mechanisms and techniques for managing service trustworthiness. It includes detailed models, metrics and systems, and how the systems can work together to establish and maintain trust.

The conclusion examines the coherence and integration of the models and mechanisms detailed in the deliverable in managing trust in service compositions.

### 1.3 Relationships with other deliverables

The D2.1 presented in this document relates to the following deliverables:

- **D2.2–Initial prototype of trust management, Security-by-Contract and Verification Modules:** this deliverable implements the models and mechanisms in a prototype and follows patterns and guidelines in developing and providing trustworthy services as described in D2.1.

- **D1.2–First Aniketos architecture and requirements specification:** provides scenarios and guidelines on the requirements and architectural constraints upon which solutions in D2.1 and other deliverables can be developed. D2.1 also helps provide feedback to the work in this deliverable.

- **D1.3–Initial version of the socio-technical security modelling language and tool:** chapter 4 in D2.1 analyses requirements relevant to WP1 in defining the socio-technical security modelling language and tool.

- **D4.1–Methods and design for the response to changes and threats:** The deliverable investigates measures for observing events that indicate the occurrence of threats or suggest the possibility of their occurrence. For instance, it discusses mechanisms to manage the trustworthiness of services that adopt fake identities to spoil the reputation of other services provided by competing providers. Trustworthiness monitoring requires receiving threat alerts that could result in changes in the trustworthiness of services. Conversely, a change in trustworthiness of a composite service as evaluated by the trustworthiness modules is notified to threat and change modules designed in D4.1.

### 1.4 Contributors

The following partners have contributed to this deliverable:

- TSSG
- PLUS
- SAP
- CNR
- Thales
- Tecnalia

### 1.5 Acronyms and abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CC</th>
<th>Common Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CM</td>
<td>Contract Monitoring Scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
<td>Confidence Interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE</td>
<td>Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDoS</td>
<td>Distributed Denial of Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FV</td>
<td>Formal Verification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoS</td>
<td>Internet of Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2P</td>
<td>Peer to Peer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QoS</td>
<td>Quality of Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTG</td>
<td>Random Test Case Generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCA</td>
<td>Static Code Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSE-CMM</td>
<td>System Security Engineering Capability Maturity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SxC</td>
<td>Security by Contract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAN</td>
<td>Transaction Authentication Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UML</td>
<td>Unified Modelling Language</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2 Trust models in computing and Internet of Services

This chapter provides surveys of existing relevant work on trust in computer science in general with particular focus on the social concept of trust and on methods and models of measuring and managing trust. The chapter then explains lessons learned from the developments in trust models in Internet of Services (IoS), Web services, and service composition particularly in relation to their strengths and weaknesses.

2.1 Social and cognitive models for trust

This section examines existing research in the area of social and cognitive trust that is relevant to Aniketos. The goal is to provide a broad overview of the issues addressed in the more general literature. Later sections of this report will deal more specifically with trust concerning interactions between the entities in Aniketos, e.g., services and developers.

Much research has investigated the puzzle of why genetically unrelated individuals often trust each other, a phenomenon which cannot be explained by assuming that people act in self-interest [32]. A further complication, present in the SOAs envisaged by Aniketos, comes from disembedding [34]: the shift from transactions between people who are spatially close to each other and which occur over a short time-span, towards transactions between people who may never meet, and where the outcome of the transaction may take a long period of time (consider the example of buying a rare book online from the other side of the world which may take weeks to arrive). There are also issues of control in Aniketos, e.g., through contracts, which have a bearing on trust.

2.1.1 What is cognitive trust?

There are many definitions and conceptualizations of trust. For social and cognitive trust, we use the theoretical framework of Castelfranchi and Falcone [30] on which to hang empirical results from elsewhere. This line of research has a long history; it uses elements from formal logic so it is compatible with the methodologies used in parts of Aniketos; it addresses trust between (living, breathing) cognitive agents, which is clearly important for both the user-centred development of the Aniketos platform itself and also for evaluations of the eventual outcomes; finally earlier manifestations of the theory have been used in empirical psychological investigations of trust (e.g., [28]).

Trust can be considered as a five-part relation [30],

\[ \text{trust}(X, Y, c, \tau, g) \],

which denotes that \( X \) (the trustor) trusts \( Y \) (trustee) in context \( c \) to do task \( \tau \) (action \( \alpha \), leading to state of affairs, \( p \)) to achieve \( X \)'s desired goal, \( g, \subseteq p \).

The following subsections elaborate on important aspects of how the trust relationship comes into being.

2.1.1.1 Trust(worthiness) judgments made by the trustor

The basic structure of the trust relation between \( X \) and \( Y \) involves a belief of \( X \) (or lack of belief) about the trustworthiness (or untrustworthiness) of \( Y \). This expands to four possibilities [30]. (Each of these possibilities refers implicitly to a particular context and goal.)

1. \( \text{(Distrust)} \) \( X \) believes that \( Y \) is untrustworthy.
2. \( \text{(Lack of trust)} \) \( X \) doesn’t believe that \( Y \) is trustworthy.
3. \( \text{(Lack of distrust)} \) \( X \) doesn’t believe that \( Y \) is untrustworthy.
4. \( \text{(Trust)} \) \( X \) believes that \( Y \) is trustworthy.

When taking into account the goals of \( X \), there are two possible refinements of untrustworthiness:

1. \( \text{(Inadequacy)} \) \( X \) believes that \( Y \) can’t achieve \( g \), but \( X \) wants to achieve \( g \).
2. (Nocivity) X believes that Y can achieve g, but X wants to achieve not-g.

2.1.1.2 Properties of the trustee affecting trust(worthiness)

The verb “to trust” applies to the trustor (X), whereas “to be trustworthy” applies to Y, the trustee. The degree to which X trusts in general can vary from trustor to trustor, so the degree of trust X has in Y may be at odds with Y’s actual trustworthiness. Objective trustworthiness is often unreachable (e.g., a program has a security flaw which hasn’t yet been detected or we just haven’t tested or proved all possibilities of execution), though untrustworthiness can be observed (e.g., supposedly private details are leaked and displayed on a Web page). Domain-general properties of Y affecting trust relations include [30]:

- How competent Y is at performing the tasks, τ. For a cognitive agent, this could be inferred from, e.g., cognitive ability, training, knowledge possessed. (For non-cognitive agents, such as software services, see Section 3.1.4.2 for a range of factors which software developers believe are necessary.)
- How predictable Y is in terms of actually perform the tasks, e.g., concerning motivation in cognitive agents and reliability in all kinds of agents.

2.1.1.3 Goals

Most goals cognitive agents want to achieve depend on sub-goals carried out by other agents. Correspondingly, a lot of the time individuals work on tasks to enable others to achieve their goals. It might therefore come as no surprise that a major set of cognitive functions concerns representing and drawing inferences about the goals of others. Proponents of so-called mirror-neuron theories argue that in doing so, we simulate the actions of others using, e.g., our own motor system. So for instance on perceiving the actions of another, we take advantage of our own mechanisms for generating the action in order to infer the goal behind another agent’s action [33]. This sort of simulation-driven social cognition seems to develop early, before language.

In the 1940s it was observed that people tend to over-infer goals in entities which clearly cannot have them, such as animated triangles [36]. Interestingly (and independently), E. W. Dijkstra commented that anthropomorphic reasoning was rife in software development too [72]:

*The anthropomorphic metaphor is perhaps even more devastating within computing science [...]. Its use is almost all-pervading. To give you just an example: entering a lecture hall at a conference I caught just one sentence and quickly went out again. The sentence started with “When this guy wants to talk to that guy...”. The speaker referred to two components of a computer network.*

Dijkstra argues that such thinking impedes the development of correct software. Irrespective, this quotation does support the idea that software developers and designers are likely to reason, perhaps implicitly, about software components as if they had goals and perhaps trust (or distrust) the components in a similar way to how they trust cognitive agents.

2.1.1.4 The role of emotions

There is a close correspondence between processes concerning trust, goals, and emotions. For instance according to Oatley and Johnson-Laird’s cognitive theory of emotion [42], to achieve or make progress towards a goal leads to happiness; to fail to make progress leads to sadness; to have progress towards a goal blocked by an agent leads to anger. There are also various more complex emotions concerning goals such as remorse, which is a social emotion related to regret but directed towards another person. Cognitive processes underlying such emotions are core to trustworthy behaviour, e.g., a major goal of cognitive agents is to avoid negative emotions. Nowak [41] cites the “warm inner glow” experienced when people perform an altruistic action. Baumgartner et al. [26] argue that trust involves processes for reducing fear processing, which should facilitate delegation to another agent.
Fehr and Gächter [31] argue that “emotions are an important proximate factor behind altruistic punishment”.

### 2.1.1.5 Trust as a basic cognitive process

Systems found in non-human animals are also involved in trust in humans. For instance Kosfeld et al. [39] demonstrated that intra-nasally administered oxytocin, a neuropeptide involved in a range of behaviours including lactation, increased trust in humans during an economic game. This low-level intervention demonstrates that basic systems are involved in trust. Contrast this with, for instance, the mechanisms required for language. Given how basic trust processes are, it is likely that, whether they like it or not, trust decisions made by software developers working in a knowledge-rich domain are influenced by a range of factors from these more basic cognitive systems, i.e., trust in relation to reasoning about SOAs is likely to go beyond the purely technical mechanisms involved with SOAs.

### 2.1.1.6 The lifecycle of trust

There are three main stages in the trust lifecycle to be analysed [30]:

1. The evaluation of the trustee on the basis of available information, including e.g., reputation and previous personal experience of the trustee. There are two main types of evaluation, one involving implicit decisions (e.g., based on prior experience and routine), and the other a more explicit deliberation of reasons. The two types are not independent. Although it may be possible to find very general notions of trustworthiness, such as honesty and efficiency, the evaluation is always with respect to a particular goal.

2. An intention to delegate to the trustee. This is a positive evaluation, i.e., that $Y$ is good for achieving the goals by carrying out the required actions.

3. The trust decision, i.e., the actual action of trusting. This has happened when, for instance, the system goes live with a particular trusted service being used as an integral part.

One important distinction is the difference between a trust decision, which is a binary “trust or don’t trust”, versus a belief-based degree of trust resulting from the evaluation. For instance it is possible that one uses a particular service whilst simultaneously having a low degree of belief that the service will carry out the actions necessary to achieve the trustor’s goals. For Möllering [40], a key component of the trust decision is (p. 191), “the suspension of vulnerability and uncertainty (the leap of faith), which enables actors to have positive expectations of others.” A range of authors argue that trust is not possible without this vulnerability and uncertainty – if it were removed then trust would not be necessary.

### 2.1.1.7 Delegation

Delegation, the act of relying upon the trustee is central to trust. There are three types of delegation [30]:

- **Weak delegation**: the trustee is unaware that he or she has become part of the trustor’s plan to achieve the goal. The trustor is not actively doing anything in order to affect the trustee’s behaviour.

- **Mild delegation**: the trustor is acting to influence the trustee, but the trustee is unaware of this and has not agreed.

- **Strong delegation**: the trustee is aware of and has agreed with the trustor’s intention.

This analysis can again be related back to the presence or absence of cognitive trustees. For instance, an action cannot be strongly delegated to a software component as a software component is not aware of anything, not being a cognitive agent. However through a chain of trust connections it may be possible for cognitive agent somewhere in the chain to be aware of the delegation (e.g., it is recorded in a log file and eventually a person might face consequences for a failure to achieve the trustor’s goal). Thus there could be strong human-to-human delegation through legal contracts and mild...
human-to-service delegation to the software component. Weak delegation might involve aspects of a system which the trustor cannot influence, e.g., underlying network systems which are not directly affected by the trustor’s specific goals at a particular time. Mild delegation would include operations designed to correct an error made by a trustee, but without the trustee being aware of this.

These distinctions might disappear at some levels of abstraction, but the key point is that whether or not a cognitive agent somewhere is aware of the delegation – the specific act of delegation rather than delegation more generally – can lead to different outcomes. See Section 2.1.3 for an example.

2.1.1.8 Reputations

Trust and reputation are close relatives. Reputation can be viewed as an aggregated opinion, distributed, e.g., by gossip, which can influence inferred trustworthiness. Reputation becomes important when direct reciprocity, i.e., cooperation between people who repeatedly encounter and depend on each other, is not possible, but where indirect reciprocity is in operation, e.g., fleeting encounters with strangers [44]. Nowak [41] (p. 1561) draws an analogy with money:

Direct reciprocity is like a barter economy based on the immediate exchange of goods, whereas indirect reciprocity resembles the invention of money. The money that fuels the engines of indirect reciprocity is reputation.

A naïve analysis of trust between strangers might lead one to believe that people would be selfish in their transactions. This is not so. Nowak summarizes evidence of two kinds of indirect reciprocity:

- **Upstream** reciprocity, where A helps B, then as a consequence B goes on to help C.
- **Downstream** reciprocity, where A helps B, and on observing this, C helps A.

See Sections 2.3 and 5.2.2 for more on reputation, focusing on Aniketos concerns.

2.1.1.9 Cognitive versus non-cognitive agents

Castelfranchi and Falcone [30] argue that the trustor (X) must be a cognitive agent with goals and intentions. Or to put it another way, to trust, according to the authors, it is necessary (though not sufficient) to be able to care about achieving a goal. A computer cannot trust, according to the authors, for any sensible notion of trust. However the trustee (Y) need not be a cognitive agent, so, matching intuitions, it is possible according to the theory to trust a software component. It seems likely that building a bridge between the trustors and the living breathing software developers behind services would lead to different cognitive processes engaging than if trust concerns only SOA services.

Trust can also act as a signal, according to the authors, which may affect in turn trustworthiness of the trustee. So for instance if a cognitive agent realizes she is being trusted by another person, this can in turn increase her trustworthiness as she doesn’t want to let down the trustee. A software component cannot be affected by a trust signal in the same way that a person is affected; however it is possible that the developers of a component, if they have some contact with the trustors, might change their behaviour as a result of being aware the component is being trusted. It could be argued that it would be possible for a component to detect a trust signal in some way, e.g., a user rating, and, say, allocate more resources to users who begin to distrust. This is not the same, however, as the emotional response that a person experiences on learning that he or she is distrusted.

There is also the important case of SOAs involving services where people, rather than only software, are directly involved in the service’s actions. Consider Alice, who chooses to buy a book online. She trusts a website to take her credit card details and to deliver the book. Eventually, somewhere down the line, this trust relation extends, however implicitly, beyond the website to a cognitive agent, a postal worker.

Care must be taken when considering, for instance, monitoring. A software component does not and cannot care about intensive monitoring. If the same monitoring algorithms were applied without thought to an SOA linking to a person’s behaviour, e.g., the postal worker, then the result is likely to be quite different, leading to untrustworthy behaviour and possibly negative emotional consequences.
There are also privacy issues involved if, e.g., the performance or “quality of service” of individual employees might be made visible on – or indirectly inferred from – an online marketplace, whereas again individual instances of software do not care.

Even the use of the term “trust” has an impact on cognitive agents. Williamson [45] expresses concern that “trust” is often used to mean something like expectation of absence of risk – a use which he terms calculative trust. The argument is best summed up in the following quotation (p. 485):

*Not only is “calculated trust” a contradiction in terms, but user-friendly terms, of which “trust” is one, have an additional cost. The world of commerce is reorganized in favour of the cynics, as against the innocents, when social scientists employ user-friendly language that is not descriptively accurate-since only the innocents are taken in.*

Castelfranchi and Falcone [30] take up the issue in terms of whether or not there is something in trust beyond risk and calculation, which clearly in their theory there is. However the main issue taken up by Williamson is that the word “trust” is often abused as it carries warm, pleasant connotations – it is used as a marketing ploy to fool people. We should be wary of any attempt to call purely calculative, inferential, mechanisms “trust”. However the mechanisms underlying trust, both in humans’ cognitive systems at a sub-personal level of explanation and in the Aniketos platform, can be given a purely calculative and inferential characterization. From the perspective of human-computer interaction, care must be taken when communicating these mechanisms to users.

### 2.1.2 Empirical studies of trust

There are three main perspectives to take when studying trust: that of the trustor, the trustee, or the perspective of some third-party. In SOAs, the various agents involved may take on different roles. For instance the service developers must trust the framework to charge service users (i.e., they are trustors). They are also trusted by the service users to provide services which do what they want them to do (i.e., they are trustees). So trustors are often simultaneously trustees and vice versa.

One way to study trust is to ask people to describe situations in which they have chosen to trust others. Möllering [40] reports a series of qualitative interview-based studies on trust between people, which illustrates the kinds of answers people tend to give. Examples of reasons for trust given by participants include:

- **Personal experience** with trustee, e.g., “… past history and experience” (p. 165). One participant goes as far as to say that he can only trust through experience. Another claims that “you can only establish trust if you put it to the test” (p. 168). Concerning tests of trust, one participant warned “Don't make too many promises, because the surest way not to have any trust is when you let somebody down” (p. 183).

- **Inferred competence**, e.g., “[the trustee’s] ability to achieve what they say they can achieve and their consistent ability to achieve their promises” (p. 166) and another participant noted “He knows his business, he knows his papers, he responds very well to anything that I put in front of him” (p. 183). Many of the factors participants listed falling under this category may be seen as fairly domain specific, i.e., to infer someone’s competence to carry out some actions implies knowledge of the domain.

- **Mutual dependence**, e.g., developing over time as people help each other out. Another example of this came up in supplier-buyer relations (p. 169): which partner has the “upper hand” (e.g., buyer’s market versus seller’s market) can change in a cyclic manner, again motivating dependence. Another noted that “we both know our mutual benefits” (p. 182).

- The **quality of relationships** built through socializing outside the work context. One trustor notes that “to get to know each other is very important in building new [trust] relationships” (p. 176).

- Appeals to fairly stable and **general traits**, e.g., the character of the trustee. One trustor described the trustee as “quite open and honest” (p. 172), another as “just nice people” (p. 174) and that “[the trustee] tries to get through the day with a smile and is not confrontational” (p. 175).
Appeals to intuition and an absence of discursively accessible reasons were common, e.g., (p. 182) “You have a feeling for someone, and their actions and deeds will lead you to the conclusion that actually you [can or] can’t trust them. It’s a very difficult thing to put your finger on. I tend to work on gut feeling.” The descriptions of how trust grows by experience were often similarly unenlightening, e.g., the “[trust relationship] has gradually grown, really” (p. 175). This is a general problem. Much of cognition is inaccessible to consciousness. Another (general) problem is that people often tell stories about the supposed basis of their actions which bear little resemblance to the “real” reasons.

Behavioural economists, experimental economists and more recently neuroeconomists, study how people play games involving real money in order to investigate the various factors influencing trust and trustworthiness. These experiments tend to avoid interpreting what participants say their reasons are, instead focusing on the actions people make. One example game [27] involving two players, variations of which are prevalent across the economics literature, goes as follows:

1. Both players initially receive $10
2. The trustor can choose either
   a. to keep the $10 or
   b. to send the $10 to the trustee
3. If the trustor sends the money, then it is doubled to $20, giving the trustee a total of $30
4. Now the trustee can choose either
   a. to send back $15 or
   b. to send back $8.

The various actions indicate various trust behaviours: (2a) indicates distrust behaviour, (2b) trusting behaviour, (4a) is a trustworthy behaviour and (4b) is an untrustworthy behaviour, even if no prior agreement has been entered into between the participants. One assumption here is that the “trustor” isn’t happy just to donate money to a stranger and doesn’t expect to receive anything back – this would require neither trust nor trustworthiness. (Or this could be analysed as the trustor trusting that the trustee will keep all the money.) Another assumption is that the players haven’t agreed in advance that, say, the trustee is not going to send back the money – it is assumed that all participants want to receive their fair share of the available money. Much of the task is implicit; but this is often the case with other forms of interaction. For instance people do not explicitly enter into an agreement with others to follow maxims of cooperation in conversation, such as to be informative, but still people are often consistent with these maxims, even in quite abstract contexts involving probability tasks [88]. It’s also not clear why participants would punish each other for failing to be fair with the money (see next section) if there weren’t implicit social norms concerning fairness. There are cultural differences in these norms [89].

There are many variations on this basic theme, for instance in some experiments (and conditions), the trustor has the option of punishing the trustee for unfair behaviour [32].

2.1.3 Issues of monitoring, control, and punishment

Agents often try to minimize the role of trust in interactions. For instance legal contracts can be used to try to incentivize trustworthy behaviour. The trustor can monitor the actions of the trustee and, for instance, withdraw trust if it is seen that the trustee’s goals are not being achieved. These actions are often costly to both parties. For instance the trustee might have to record his or her actions, using resources for monitoring which might be better applied to the delegation-specific tasks, although increasingly monitoring can be done automatically with minimal cost to trustor or trustee. Legal interventions are often time consuming and monetarily expensive.

Fehr and Rockenbach [32] performed an experiment which has a bearing on the issue. They used a game similar to that devised by Bohnet and Zeckhauser [27] described above. The crucial differences were that:

- The trustor could specify the desired amount of money to be sent back.
• In one incentive condition, the trustor could decide whether a fine would be applied if less than that amount was not sent. (The other trust condition was as before with no fines.)

• The trustee in the incentive condition knew in advance whether a fine would be applied.

The least amount of money was sent from the trustee to trustor in the incentive condition in which fines were in operation, especially when the desired amount of money was high. The largest amount returned was for the condition where the trustee was aware of the possibility of fining, but that the trustor had chosen not to use the option. Values returned for the trust condition, where there were no fines and also where the possibility was not an option, lay in between. How trustworthy trustees are thus appears to be affected by the kinds of controls put in place by trustors.

There is also evidence that people will altruistically punish others for untrustworthy behaviour, even if it is costly to do so. Fehr and Gächter [31] present evidence that this is possible, again in the context of trust games involving money transfers, even when reputation would be unaffected since the games are “one-shot”. This was specifically for the case of free-riding in a financial context, so might not generalize to other forms of (un)trustworthy behaviour.

2.1.4 Summary of relevance to Aniketos

This section briefly reviewed a multidisciplinary theoretical model of trust and a series of empirical results on trust. These theories and data are of importance to Aniketos as they suggest domain-general factors which might influence trust, trustworthiness, and reputation. An important implicit assumption is that how software designers and developers deal with trust in their day-to-day lives (e.g., how explicit their inferences about trust are; the impact of reputation; issues of control, etc.) will have some bearing on how they deal with trust in their professional life. To some extent we can test this assumption — and we make steps towards doing so in Section 3.1. Later we also investigate on domain specific factors in Aniketos.

2.2 Trust and security

This section explains the relationship and differences between the concepts of trust and security in computing and how this applies to Aniketos.

2.2.1 Commonalities between trust and security

In the field of computer security, the word “trust” is often synonymous with “security”. An example of this is the Trusted Computing concept and Microsoft’s Palladium [57]. However, in business and social contexts they have different meanings. Security mechanisms such as encryption, authentication, and authorization are necessary steps in establishing trust. For example, authentication mechanisms assure the service consumer that the provider of the service is who he claims he is. However, the Web service may not behave in the way it is required or expected in terms of reliability, availability, privacy, etc. Similarly, a service might interact with its consumer through encrypted communication ensuring confidentiality. However, the security mechanisms are not sufficient as they do not assure the behaviour of the service provider or service consumer. Instead, they only partly ensure the trustworthiness of the service.

In Aniketos we aim to contain multiple aspects of trustworthiness in service composition. In general, trust and security are distinct issues but their models and mechanisms complement and support each other in the services environments, particularly in service compositions.

Security in general is relevant whenever access to information must be guaranteed or restricted. The essential considerations are the availability, integrity, and confidentiality of information. It is usually assumed that the organization aiming at preserving those properties is also the one with the means of controlling them. For example, typical security models such as Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) are designed to provide an organization with a fine-grained control over access to its resources. However, due to their reliance on a centrally managed database of users and roles, they are not suited
to model security policies across organizations. In the latter case, the need arises for an organization to allow another some control over the attribution of access rights. This ability for an organization to delegate some control over parts of its security policy to another one naturally brings concerns over the risks involved in such a choice. As those risks are never eliminated, a relation of trust must exist between the organizations (hence the perceived need for the Trusted Computing concept and Microsoft’s Palladium as mentioned above). Risks include failure by the trustee to enforce the security policy expected by the trustor, and deliberate betrayal due to diverging interests.

2.2.2 Differences between trust and security

In the context of Aniketos (i.e. SOA), we see “trust” as a property that characterises the relation between a service provider and a service consumer, whilst “security” relates individually to the service provider, and potentially also to the service consumer (cf. Figure 2).

For a given service, the service provider analyses the security risks from his perspective\(^1\), and:

- defines the adequate security policy: this security policy is usually made known\(^2\) to the potential service consumers, who will use it to decide whether or not to trust the service (functional trust [48]);
- implements the corresponding security controls: the reliability of the implementation of the security controls is often difficult to assess by the service consumer\(^3\), however in some cases, e.g. use of HTTPS, the service consumer may be able to assess the trustworthiness of the service, and this will influence his perceived risks in using the service;
- may call upon a certification authority to certify his service: typically the certification authority will check for malware and assure the authentication of the service provider; additionally, the

---

\(^1\) It is important to understand here that the risks to the service customer are assessed only through the consequences for the service provider, e.g. will the unhappy customer sue the service provider, or will he publicize so widely his mishaps that the image of the service provider will be dramatically damaged.

\(^2\) We assume here that the publicized security policy is the real implemented policy (a good portion of the Aniketos platform is intended to determine precisely this). A mismatch between the two may indeed lead to disaster, e.g. The LinkUp experience, when the company deleted nearly half of its user files, some of which were not recoverable, cf. http://downloadsquad.switched.com/2008/07/11/mediamax-is-dead-the-linkup-is-dead-streamload-is-dead/.

\(^3\) Again, this is one of the major challenges that Aniketos is addressing, cf. in particular security-by-contract (SxC).
certification authority can provide adequate encryption means\(^4\); the certification authority’s logo on the service is a major source of referral trust [48] for the service consumer.

Note that actors other than certification authorities may also provide referral trust. This is not shown in the above figure.

### 2.3 Technical modelling and measurement of trust

This section looks at existing mechanisms and techniques for modelling, managing and measuring trust. It compares trust systems developed or proposed by researchers and others including theoretical, algorithmic, and implemented systems. It also covers existing work on trust in Internet of Services (IoS), Web services, and service composition.

Over the last decade, several research initiatives in computer science have worked on the problems related to trust and trust management. A trust model provides mechanisms for establishing trust among entities and verifying the identity of participating entities and their credentials and characteristics such as name, password, certificates, reputation, etc. Trust models identify specific mechanisms for responding to specific threats and/or vulnerabilities. They facilitate validation of an entity’s identity and/or the characteristics necessary for a particular event or transaction. Web services standards have allowed several identity-based trust architecture models to evolve including brokered, pairwise and federated trust models. However, these models are limited to the support of trusting the identity but not the overall trustworthiness of the service. Additionally, in trust relationships that span multiple organizations, the requirements and expectations of individual Web services may vary. Hence, whether the provider is a trusted entity in terms of its identity, the requester may still receive inadequate or malicious response to a request. Likewise, providers may receive erroneous or malicious service requests. The following are popular trust models and approaches used to improve consumer trust towards service and providers. They can be classified into:

- policy and security based,
- compliance and certification based,
- reputation and QoS based models and approaches.

The main focus is on how Aniketos will benefit from the knowledge of strengths and weaknesses of those models in building the project’s trust models. Figure 3 shows the main approaches commonly used in establishing and maintaining trust by consumers towards services and service providers (modified from Malik and Bouguettaya [19]). The service provider aims to build and expand its client base through maintaining its service’s trustworthiness. The consumer benefits from the trust by reducing risk and making more informed decision in relation to the service use.

---

\(^4\) We assume here that security is not the domain of expertise of the service provider, and that he may therefore subcontract encryption to the certification authority (if and when this service is offered by the certification authority).
2.3.1 Policy and security based trust models

The research on assessment of trustworthiness using declared policies started several years ago. With the development of Service Oriented Architectures and other related concepts, such as Web services, Grid, P2P, and Clouds, this research became even more important. Since the service consumer interested in the trustworthiness of the provided service is situated far from the service itself and may not have knowledge or control of the service, the only information or assurance available to the consumer is the set of policies the service provider declares. Thus, the decision whether to trust the data or execution of a business process is often based on a set of policies and/or a trust authority. The research on assessment of trustworthiness using declared policies started several years ago and it was mainly based on the definition of formal policy languages and tools.

Martinelli and Petrocchi [50] suggest a direction for the modelling and analysis of both security and trust aspects of distributed systems like, e.g., mobile ad hoc networks, peer to peer systems and Web services. The authors consider two well-known policy languages: 1) the Role-based Trust-management framework (RT, [53]) and, in particular, its most basic language RT0, and 2) the transitive trust model [52], for defining trust and recommendation relationships. First, an encoding of the transitive trust model into part of RT0 is shown. Then, this subset is mapped into the inference construct of the Crypto-CCS process algebra [54]. Indeed, process algebras enriched with cryptographic primitives are usually the input languages for automated machinery performing formal analysis of security protocols. The idea proposed by Martinelli and Petrocchi [50] is to use the same machinery for formal analysis of trust properties. Also, some language operators dealing with quantitative levels of trust are introduced by the authors.

The relationships between these languages allow modelling and analysing trust and recommendation policies in distributed systems by means of standard formal techniques, based on inference systems. In particular, the framework can be extended for enforcing security policies with mechanisms for managing reputation and recommendation information. However, the work lacks correctness guarantees for the encoding and considers only the basic version of the RT family of languages.

In [51], the authors focus on process algebras and show how the same machinery applied for formal verification of security protocols can be useful to model and analyze trust management procedures. The presented framework is intended to uniformly model security protocols and some form of trust and reputation management procedures, like Automated Trust Negotiation. The authors aim at showing that a strong connection exists between methodologies used to establish, manage and negotiate trust and the security mechanisms used to guarantee the confidentiality and integrity of information.
It is possible to exploit process algebra-based languages, like Crypto-CCS, as suitable languages modelling message exchange and manipulation. Along with native security features, their expressiveness also allows the definition of credential chains, trust/recommendation policies, and access control policies based on credentials. The weakness of this work, that however gives hints for future work, is that the automated tool providing both security and trust analysis has not been developed yet.

In [10] the authors deal with the integration of access control policies and access rights management in a Grid architecture. This is one of the first proposals in the Grid area for the definition of a fine-grained security policy integrating behavioural and trust management aspects. The paper describes the implementation of an enhanced access control system for the Globus toolkit that results from the integration of two security tools: Gmon and iAccess. iAccess performs the credential negotiation between the user and the service provider when the request for a new job is submitted by the user. Gmon exploits those credentials, during the execution of the job, to determine whether the accesses requested by the job should be allowed or denied. In particular, the security policy enforced by Gmon evaluates the trust level of the user by processing the submitted credentials.

The paper presents some key features with respect to other access control systems, among which are a fine-grained behavioural control combined with a credential-based access control mechanism, and an application-level granularity management of users’ credentials. However, the performances evaluation of the proposed architecture is preliminary and more complex real Grid scenarios need to be addressed. Also, trust management aspects need to be investigated more deeply.

Along this line of research, Colombo et al. [12] present an integrated architecture, extending the previous one, with an inference engine that manages reputation and trust credentials. They implement a role-based trust management (RTML) module, enriched with trust management functionalities. In particular, they add the possibility of expressing the trust relations together with the credentials specifications. In this way, principals can apply operations on the trust values in order to obtain the propagation of these values even in the case of previously unknown parties.

The strengths of the paper are: i) an implementation of the RTML framework, embedded in a behavioural policy, to perform fine grained access control and trust management in Grid; and ii) an extension of the RTML framework to allow also reputation management. Improvements to this work could be brought about by evaluating the performances of the overall proposal in more complex scenarios.

In [13] a mechanism for negotiating trust credentials is introduced by the authors to overcome some scalability problems. The authors propose a policy-driven credential-based authorization system to protect Grid computational services against the malicious behaviour of applications submitted for execution. The authorization process is split into two levels: a coarse-grained level that manages access to a computational service and a fine-grained level that monitors the behaviour of applications executed by the computational service. The framework guarantees that users authorized on a coarse-grained level behave as expected on the fine-grained level, by enforcing a fine-grained security policy that monitors the behaviour of the application and exploits the trust credentials to determine the rights of the application to execute the accesses. The framework defines trust negotiations at a coarse-grained level to overcome the scalability problem, and preserves privacy of credentials and security policies of, both, Grid users and providers.

Even if the work is strongly tied to Grid architectures, the basic idea consists of considering trust as a metric for deciding the reliability of the provider and the user. Nevertheless, this proposal relies on a monitoring environment that simply halts the execution when something that contravenes policy happens. However, the model is general enough to allow other kinds of countermeasures rather than simply stopping the execution. This is left by the authors for future work.

In SOA a service consumer needs to invoke the service which provides the required functionality. If several alternatives exist the consumer has to select the service which provides the functionality in the best way, i.e., the non-functional requirements come in to play. Since Aniketos has its focus on...
security we consider security as the main quality for selection. Thus, the service consumer should select the service which it trusts the most. First, the service consumer should find the service which claims to provide good protection. Then, the service consumer wants to be sure that the service will fulfil its claims. The first part of the process of establishing trust is done based on the security policies provided by the service. The main problem here is to rate the services according to the security level they provide (i.e., the level of trust that the service is secure enough). The second part of the trust establishing is performed by other means (e.g., reputation check, certifications, establishing monitoring/enforcement mechanisms). First we consider how a service consumer is able to select the most trusted service using the provided policies.

R. Henning [2] was one of the first researchers who tried to quantify the security for an enterprise. The main idea in [2] is to consider how an enterprise carries out general security practices. Fifteen generic security practices have been defined and broken down into more specific practices. Every practice is evaluated using some criteria and a level from 1 to 4 is assigned according to how well the practice is addressed by the enterprise.

This approach allows the description of security SLAs in a standardized way. On the other hand, the approach only provides a set of levels (one level for each specific security practice). These levels are not aggregated even for generic practices. Therefore, the proposed approach allows comparing different SLAs using only a partial order. Moreover, the levels have been defined by the author and, thus, are subjective.

Casola et al. [3] provide an approach based on [2] and specified for SOAs. This approach focuses more on comparison of alternative security policies rather than on descriptions of them. Similarly to [2] the authors suppose that security policies are presented in a predefined way and a level of service is determined for every policy. Thus, every proposal is represented as a matrix where rows are the specified policies and columns are the level of service. Every cell contains a 1 if the level of service is guaranteed and a 0 if it is not. The author uses Euclidean distance among matrices in order to compare them.

The proposed approach allows estimating the distance (or difference) between several alternative security policies. On the other hand, the distance does not mean that one proposal is better than another one, because one alternative may have one set of policies which are better and another alternative have other more secure policies. Moreover, every policy is considered as equally important and, thus, it is impossible to estimate which proposal serves better the concrete needs of the user.

Krautsevich et al., [4] propose a qualitative approach based on risk assessment. The idea of the paper is to select the least risky provider. First, desirable and declared policies are mapped. Then, a client defines the relative importance of every policy for him. The next step is to determine the thresholds for the attributes used in the policy according to five relative security levels (unacceptable, low, medium, high, perfect). Then, the declared policies are evaluated using the thresholds and a level of strength is assigned to every policy. The next step is to multiply the importance level and security level for every policy. Finally, the number of policies at each risk level (no risk, low, medium, high, unacceptable) are determined. The comparison of different alternatives is performed by first comparing high risk numbers, then medium, and so on. The alternatives which have at least one unacceptable risk are immediately rejected.

The proposed method allows the comparison of alternatives automatically, once the thresholds and importance levels are defined. On the other hand, the proposed method is subjective and qualitative and, thus, does not allow an accurate analysis to be performed.

From the analysis of the various approaches illustrated in this section, we learn that most of the work aimed at defining quantitative and qualitative aspects of trust in distributed systems is based on policies specifiable by formal languages and verifiable by formal methodologies and tools. The Aniketos trust model will benefit from the connections between formal methods and trust definition and verification, in particular for rigorously define and analyse trust properties that the Aniketos platform should satisfy. An example of this approach is illustrated in Section 5.2.1, where the SxCxT
framework is presented. This framework is based on policies and contracts formally specified, and exploits a formal methodology to check if a contract matches a policy.

2.3.2 Compliance and certification approaches

Evaluation of security policies could be performed by a trusted third party. Such evaluation is often performed using a well-known security standard (like ISO 27001) or, in other cases, the assessment methodology can be a standard itself (e.g., Common Criteria [8] or SSE-CMM [10]). The certification process is performed by a Trusted Third party (TTP), which is trusted by all participants (as it follows from the term). The TTP checks the target of evaluation itself, the provided documentation or performs the evaluation on-line depending on the certification process. If the target of evaluation satisfies all the required criteria a certificate is issued. This certificate can be used to prove to another party that the target of evaluation indeed meets some requirements. In other words, the external party is provided with the evidence that the claimed requirements (or policies) are guaranteed. Thus, the certificate helps to increase the trust in the target of evaluation (see Figure 2). Often different levels of certification are used to indicate how well the required criteria are satisfied. This level can be used in order to select the most trustworthy product.

The ISO 2700x family of standards [5] (based on BS7799) are well-known and often used to indicate the trustworthiness of a system. The most well-known standard in the family is ISO/IEC 27001 (ISO/IEC 27001:2005 – Information technology – Security techniques – Information security management systems - Requirements). The certification agencies (TTP) are available worldwide. Moreover, some software products are available in order to help checking compliance with the standard, like CRAMM [6]. CRAMM is a commercial tool provided by Siemens. The tool helps the analyst to define the scope of the Information Security Management System to be evaluated, conduct the gap analysis, perform the risk assessment (required by the standard) and prepare the improvement program.

The standard itself is well-known and widely-accepted as a trusted security guideline. On the other hand, the certification process is subjective, since the standard is very generic and it is up to the certification authority to judge if security requirements are achieved. Moreover, a 27001 certificate does not allow judging how well the standard is satisfied (unless a percentage of compliance metric is used, e.g. [7]).

Common Criteria [8] (CC) is a standard developed by the USA and Europe to align TCSEC and ITSEC. A product is evaluated against a Protection Profile (PP), a set of requirements for the corresponding category, and Security Target (ST), a set of security requirements for the identified product. Each evaluated product is checked to establish if it satisfies the PP and ST and receives an Evaluation Assurance Level (from EAL1 to EAL7) according to the strictness of the evaluation.

CC is a well-known standard that allows software to be selected based on a systematic and methodical process for ensuring security. On the other hand, the standard does not allow judging “how secure the software is itself”, but only “how rigorous the process was to make it secure”. The process of certification is also very subjective and depends on the certification agency. Finally, the Common Criteria can be used for system evaluation, but “the interactions between variety of products (hardware and software) are such that detailed evaluation is very close to a practical impossibility” [9].

The System Security Engineering Capability Maturity Model (SSE-CMM) [10] is a well-known method for assessment of a security engineering process. It is a part of the well-known CMM series. The SSE-CMM model has two dimensions: “domain” and “capability”. “Domain” is a set of “base practices” for security engineering which is grouped into process areas. The first half of the process areas is responsible for security and the remaining 11 process areas address the project domain, taken from a more general standard: Systems Engineering and Software Capability Maturity Model.

The “capability” dimension describes practices for process management and organizational capabilities. These practices are called “generic practices” because they are common for all domains. The generic practices describe activities which have to be performed during fulfilment of base
practices. The SSE-CMM assigns a level of maturity to the security system engineering process according to achievement of generic practices for all base practices.

The maturity level assigned by SSE-CMM certification helps to select the system which uses the most deliberate security process. On the other hand, this level does not mean that the system itself is more secure. For example, a scheduled and well documented assessment process does not mean that the process itself is performed correctly (and the conclusions are right). In other words, the well-established security management process is required for high security level, but the quality of its implementation is also important. Similar to other certification methods SSE-CMM highly depends on the certification agency.

VeriSign is a well known certification company which provides a very simple way to prove that a web site is trusted. VeriSign certification is issued to the web site which provides an approved (by VeriSign) SSL encryption and Authentication to its customers. Moreover, a daily malware scan has to be performed in order to guarantee that the site does not contain any malware installed by a hacker. As a result, a web site receives a well-known VeriSign mark, which assures the customers that the site satisfies all requirements for the certification. The certification is a very simple on-line process. The result of the certification (the mark) is easy to see (and understand its meaning) and has been acknowledged by the customers. On the other hand, the certification is very limited (SSL encryption, authentication and malware scanning) and can hardly be significantly extended in order to work with other security requirements.

According to Figure 2 certificates increase referral trust and, thus, certification is used for establishing trust in ANIKETOS. For example, usage of a tool with EAL 3 (Common Criteria) should increase trust in the overall service, in comparison with other services which use uncertified products. Therefore, available certificates contribute directly to computation of trustworthiness value in D2.2. Certification could be used as a pattern for trust establishment (see Section 3.2.2) and as an essential part for security-by-contract (see Section 5.2.1).

2.3.3 Reputation and QoS based trust models

This subsection describes popular models that consider reputation and/or QoS as approaches to evaluate trustworthiness. Note that some researchers use reputation and QoS concepts interchangeably or use QoS metrics as the source of reputation information. In Aniketos, reputation is focused on user feedback on the service quality.

2.3.3.1 Online reputation models

Several websites allow users to provide product and service rating as part of reputation systems that aim to support a commercial activity. Examples of such websites include eBay, Amazon, Epinions, BizRate. On eBay users can give one of three ratings for a product after they buy it; positive (+1), negative (-1), or neutral (0) in addition to short comments. The reputation value is computed as the sum of these ratings over a past period such as six months including a percentage of the sum of ratings relative to the overall number of ratings. Similarly, Amazon uses the mean value of the ratings to calculate the reputation value. These centralised reputation systems are used to remove the inherent risk associated with online interactions involving unknown buyers and sellers. Reputation systems are also used in some discussion forums e.g. Slashdot and in email filtering systems e.g. Bayesian filtering [58].

The marketplace reputation systems are generally primitive and have several weaknesses such as:

- No consideration of context of the ratings and the trust e.g. a bad rating of a service can be caused by low quality product, late delivery, or insecure payment method.
- No specific mechanism to deal with dishonest ratings.
- Correlations between ratings indicating reciprocation and retaliation in the two way ratings.
Despite these weaknesses these commercial reputation systems receive significant user contribution and they provide a considerable positive impact on the marketplace as seen in eBay’s success. The models generate sufficient trust among buyers to convince them to assume the risk of carrying out transactions with complete strangers [69].

**SPORAS** [18] is a centralised reputation system that extends the online reputation models such as those used in eBay and Amazon by introducing a new method for rating aggregation after each transaction. In order to make accurate predictions of user behaviour, a recursive and adaptive algorithm for updating reputation is used without the need to store all ratings. Reputation is calculated continuously using the previous value of reputation; the previous value of reputation may be increased or reduced depending on the new ratings. This aggregation method also allows newer ratings to have more effect on the reputation.

The SPORAS model has more advanced characteristics to model the trust dynamics than the existing commercial online models. In order to prevent a user with a bad reputation from leaving the community and entering with a fresh reputation, the reputation of a new user is the lowest reputation possible. However, this penalises newcomers and may discourage them from participating in the community. In SPORAS the reputation values are dependent on the reputation of the entity that is providing feedback; however, it mixes two reputation contexts. While a user can be very trustworthy in deals, nevertheless that same user may be a dishonest rater of other users.

**PageRank** [24], on which Google’s search engine is based, was designed to rank search engine results based on a measure of the number and weight of links to a Web page from other pages, which in essence is a reputation system. The score applied to a page is the sum of the normalised weights of links pointing to it, the weight of a link itself based on the score of the referring page.

The main strength of PageRank is that votes are weighted by the score of the page making the referral. Attempts to “ballot stuff” – i.e. to increase score by creating otherwise useless pages with links to the target page – are thwarted by the low weighting that such pages will get. Two limitations can be identified; firstly that the scheme is inherently centralised (which may or may not be a weakness when applied elsewhere), and secondly that it is designed for a specific purpose and may not be easily applicable to a multi-service or composed service environment.

In one of the earlier papers that advocates moving away from ‘hard’ trust models to models that are based on distributed recommendations [25], Abdul-Rahman and Hailes propose a protocol for handling recommendations from which trust is derived, and a scheme for parties to build up a view of global trust using transitivity. They distinguish between direct trust and recommender trust (i.e. trusting the quality of another party’s recommendations). Trust is modelled using discrete levels (integers ranging from -1 to +4).

Using a limited number of discrete levels to represent trust adds to simplicity, but is perhaps less flexible than a continuous representation. It needs to be examined how the robustness of this scheme can be improved in the event of colluding malicious parties.

2.3.3.2 Models for P2P and multi-agent systems

**PeerTrust** [15] is a system that uses reputation to evaluate the trustworthiness of peers. The system includes:

- an adaptive trust model for quantifying and comparing the trustworthiness of peers based on the reputation formed through a transaction feedback (experience) system, and
- a decentralized implementation of such a model over a structured P2P network.

PeerTrust takes into consideration potential threats a reputation system may be subjected to such as adaptive peers. Adaptive peers change their malicious strategy based on the pattern on which the reputation algorithm calculates reputation values e.g. occasional cheating that doesn’t significantly harm their reputation. An adaptive time window algorithm is used making the reputation of a peer hard to build and easy to lose.
In PeerTrust, peers use a personalized similarity measure to give more weight to opinions of peers who have provided similar ratings for a common set of past providers. However, in a dynamic large P2P system, finding such a set of partners may be difficult. As a result peers will likely have to select between peers for which there’s no information.

REGRET [14] relies on direct experience, witness, and social information to decide on the trustworthiness (reputation) of an interacting agent in a multi-agent system while also taking context (i.e. what to trust in?) into consideration. In REGRET there are three dimensions of reputation:

- Individual reputation based on an agent’s own information about another agent. This reputation value is calculated as a weighted mean of an agent’s ratings giving more weight to more recent ratings. A reliability value is also calculated based on the quantity and variation between ratings.
- Social reputation derived from public information about an agent. This includes the reputation of the agent’s group and reputation information from the trusting agent’s (i.e. trustor) group relating to the other agent and its group.
- Context dependent reputation or ontological dimension derived from contextual information.

The REGRET system has limitations due to its requirement of a minimum number of interactions to reliably evaluate the reputation of an agent. It also does not describe how to build the social network which the model heavily depends upon. Additionally, it does not consider the problem of dishonest ratings. However it has made a step forward in the knowledge of reputation systems and their evolution.

The FIRE model [16] combines multiple trust sources namely, direct experience, witness information, role-based rules, and references. References can be produced by agents that have previously interacted with the target agent certifying its behaviour. Other factors considered in the trust calculation include context, credibility and recency of information.

FIRE integrates the four sources to provide trust metrics in a variety of situations including where there is scarcity of information about an interacting agent and to enhance the precision of the trust model. However, the model lacks mechanisms to deal with dishonest or inaccurate agents providing false witness or reference information.

According to the authors of PowerTrust [17] the relationship between users and feedback on eBay follows a power-law distribution. It utilizes the observation that most feedback comes from a few power nodes to construct a robust and scalable trust modelling scheme. In PowerTrust, nodes (peers) rate each interaction and compute local trust values. These values are then aggregated to evaluate global reputation through random walks in the system. Once power nodes are identified, they are used in a subsequent look-ahead random walk that is based on a Markov chain to update the global reputation values. Power nodes are used to assess the reputation of providers in a system-wide absolute manner.

PowerTrust provides a fast and scalable reputation system that is resistant to malicious behaviour. However, it requires a structured overlay DHT P2P system, and the algorithms are dependent on this architecture. Service-oriented environments or the Web in general do not exhibit such structure.

The EigenTrust [23] algorithm is an example of a reputation scheme for peer-to-peer systems that attempts to estimate a global, shared view of reputation. Its original motivation was to reduce the effect of flooding of file sharing networks with inauthentic files (such as bogus music files released onto file sharing networks by record labels).

Each peer $i$ maintains a local trust value, $c_{ij}$ relating to its experience of peer $j$. Each time peer $i$ downloads an authentic file from peer $j$, $c_{ij}$ increases. Each time peer $i$ downloads a bogus file from peer $j$, $c_{ij}$ decreases. Local trust values are normalised, to reduce the effect of dishonest ratings, by forcing:

$$\sum_j c_{ij} = 1$$
These values are then aggregated, by applying trust transitivity in an iterative manner, to provide a global view of trust. One proposed way to do this in a distributed fashion includes having each peer submit local trust values relating to peer \( i \) to designated score managers for peer \( i \). Then these score managers vote on peer \( i \)’s score, with a view to outvoting malicious peers (or even malicious score managers).

This system is designed to work robustly in the presence of malicious nodes. Trust/reputation is modelled using a simple scalar probabilistic value, which is reasonable for a single service scenario (such as file sharing). A richer representation (i.e. a vector) of trust may be required though for more complex cases where there are many services with different requirements.

2.3.3.3 Models for services

RATEWeb [19] is a framework for establishing trust in service-oriented environments. It supports a collaborative model in which Web services share their experiences of the service providers with their peers through QoS feedback ratings. The different ratings are aggregated to derive a service provider’s reputation. The concept of reputation is used interchangeably with QoS (called QoWS) in RATEWeb. This in turn is used to evaluate trust. RATEWeb aims to support trust-based selection and composition of Web services. It uses the concept of communities to cluster Web services based on domains of interest. Communities are also used to bootstrap the reputation of newcomers and setting policies relating to members when it decreases below certain levels. The framework extends traditional models of service selection based on functionality criteria to include the reputation of service providers. At the end of an interaction a service consumer rates the provider according to predetermined criteria. These ratings are then used to update the provider’s reputation. In cases where ratings are inadequate, statistical forecasting using a Hidden Markov Model is used. RATEWeb also deals with issues relating to rating recency (temporal sensitivity), personalised preferences and rater credibility. Rater credibility is called feedback trust as opposed to service trust.

RATEWeb provides a thorough framework and mechanisms for dealing with a variety of problems that face reputation systems as described above. However, RATEWeb is a theoretical model that does not discuss how it can be implemented in real-world Web services or how it relates to existing and future Web service standards. It also does not provide mechanisms for responding to dynamic changes in the environment that for instance may affect a provider’s trustworthiness. Reputation mechanisms that support service composition (e.g. aggregation of component service reputations) are not detailed. Additionally, the framework does not provide a mechanism to differentiate between accidental and planned changes in a provider’s behaviour e.g. periodic malicious behaviour may not have a major effect on a provider’s reputation.

The reputation-based trust model [20, 21] is based on a shared conceptualisation of QoS attributes. Their architecture uses service agents that conceptually reside between the service and its consumer. The consumer uses one agent per Web service interface. This architecture extends the SOA with partly automated software agents. Service brokers are extended with agencies that facilitate the sharing of data among the participating agents. The QoS specifications are modelled as an ontology that allows services to be matched semantically and dynamically. The semantic matching allows the service agent to match consumers to services using the provider’s advertised QoS policy for the services and the consumers’ QoS preferences. The provider policy and consumer preferences are expressed using the concepts in the ontology.

In the model all agents that report reputation ratings are assumed to be trustworthy and no mechanism is proposed to determine the credibility of the raters. Likewise, the common agencies to which these ratings are communicated for sharing and aggregation are also assumed to behave honestly. We note also that the feedback reporting cannot be automated since human participation is necessary for rating Web services.
2.3.3.4 Summary of strengths and weakness in trust models

Table 1 summarises the strengths and weaknesses of the trust models discussed from the perspective of Aniketos.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description and Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Centralised vs. decentralised system</strong></td>
<td>Some trust models and systems are centralised (e.g. eBay) while others are decentralised in a P2P fashion with trust computations performed independently at each node e.g. REGRET [14]. Centralisation and decentralisation both have strengths and weaknesses but the choice of central or distributed system depends on the implementation. Often centralised systems are thought to represent a single point of failure and lack scalability. However, this may be avoided if proper redundancy and clustering is provided. Decentralised systems may be more vulnerable to malicious behaviour due to lack of central control unless adequate countermeasures are in place. Commercial systems such as eBay and Amazon are often centralised. The tradeoffs between centralisation and decentralisation also apply to Aniketos. The Aniketos platform does not require either approach. However, at least partial centralisation of aggregation and management of trustworthiness data may be needed to allow a broad view and easy access to this data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjective vs. objective evaluation</strong></td>
<td>Trust measurement can be based on objective or subjective measurements. For example, some systems rely on monitored QoS attributes e.g. RATEWeb [19], while others use subjective user ratings e.g. eBay. Combinations of both QoS and ratings have also been considered e.g. [59]. Subjective ratings may be vulnerable to abuse by dishonest or malicious users. In Aniketos both subjective (e.g. reputation) and objective (e.g. QoS) data will be used for the trustworthiness evaluation. However, preferences allow adjustments to which type of data is more significant in the evaluation. The need for subjective data arises due to the difficulty in predicting users’ perception of the trustworthiness and quality of a service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trust context</strong></td>
<td>A trust context specifies what to trust an entity for. A trust model may provide trustworthiness measurements in a specific context e.g. performance, or allow customisation of the context e.g. RATEWeb. The majority of trust models use a general context of trust e.g. SPORAS [18], REGRET, FIRE [16]. eBay and some other systems allow comments which helps users understand the contexts of other users’ ratings. In Aniketos, context is customisable through adjusting the significance of categories of metrics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Requirement for past experience, trustworthiness bootstrapping, and scarce information.</strong></td>
<td>Some trust models attempt to predict trustworthiness even when there is no or scarce information about an entity. REGRET for example requires a minimum number of interactions. Several models provide a default trustworthiness for newcomers which may discourage newcomers in joining (low trustworthiness) or encourage whitewashing (bad entities rejoin with new identities). RATEWeb suggests an extension of the Web services models to support communities. Those communities help determine the trustworthiness of newcomers. Endorsement is another approach used to help improve the trustworthiness level of newcomers. Some work suggests the use of machine learning mechanisms e.g. Hidden Markov model (HMM), to predict trustworthiness in cases of scarce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Category | Description and Examples
--- | ---
**Trust confidence evaluated separately** | Trust confidence or credibility may be used together with the trustworthiness score to evaluate how reliable this trustworthiness score is. Several metrics can be used such as quantity and quality of information about the trusted entity and the recency of the information. For example, FIRE suggests the use of deviation between rating values and the number of ratings in this evaluation. Some systems do not evaluate trust confidence e.g. SPORAS. Confidence levels will also be used in Aniketos as part of the composite service trustworthiness evaluation.

**Rater credibility** | Several trust models do not consider credibility and honesty of raters e.g. REGRET, while others provide mechanisms to minimise the influence of dishonest or malicious ratings e.g. using majority opinion as in RATEWeb. Rater credibility countermeasures are considered in Aniketos WP4 as in D4.1. WP2 will implement measures that ensure credibility of ratings as in the guidelines in Section 3.2 particularly the “rating credibility” pattern.

**Protection from malicious behaviour** | Some trust models attempt to provide protection against several techniques of malicious behaviour such as Sybil attacks (multiple identities), DDoS, self-promotion, collusions. Vulnerability to such attacks may depend on the architecture of the model and the mechanisms used in evaluating trustworthiness. For example Sybil attacks are common in P2P systems. Protection from malicious behaviour and security threats are considered in Aniketos WP4 but WP2 will provide techniques to prevent and counteract those threats as in the patterns and guidelines specified in Section 3.2.

**Aggregation of ratings** | A trust model may sequentially incorporate new ratings and metrics into the trustworthiness level without maintaining a history of those ratings e.g. SPORAS. More recent models usually consider all ratings based on their recency and credibility e.g. RATEWeb. Although calculating trustworthiness level based on all ratings is more accurate and more flexible, it is computationally more expensive.

**Support for recency** | More recent ratings are usually more indicative of the trustworthiness of an entity (e.g. service) and hence they should carry more weight than older ratings. Recency (also called temporal sensitivity) is considered in models developed more recently such as FIRE and RATEWeb.

**Representation of trustworthiness level** | Existing trust models provide varying ways of providing numerical representation of trustworthiness level. For example in FIRE a trust score ranges between -1 and +1 and confidence between 0 and 1. Traditional systems such as eBay; provide a simple sum of ratings which may be any integer value.

**Deployment and impact** | Several reputation based systems are used on the Web such as on eBay, Amazon, and PageRank (Google Search) with significant role in the success of the organisations. However, many of the advanced systems and
models are not in commercial operation e.g. FIRE, RATEWeb.

Trust models may use existing infrastructures, standards, etc. to support trustworthiness evaluation and utilisation while others require extensions or modifications e.g. RATEWeb requires the use of the concept of communities.

Scalability in centralised systems can be provided by clustering and redundancy support. Aggregation of large numbers of ratings to evaluate trustworthiness may affect the performance of a trust management system if a mechanism to deal with this case is not provided.

Table 1: Summary of strengths and weakness in reputation and QoS based trust models
3 Trust from a socio-technical perspective

There are various ways to treat the social in a socio-technical perspective. This chapter complements the technical mechanisms for establishing trust with user-centric mechanisms for establishing trust among end-users of composite services. This area aims to help service developers in designing and running systems that are trustworthy.

3.1 User-centric trustworthy service composition

This section takes a user-centred design perspective [60] on Aniketos. The users we focus on are the software designers and developers who will develop and compose services for the Aniketos platform. The central question we address is: how do developers currently choose software components?

3.1.1 Hypotheses for domain-specific trustworthiness factors

A special focus in Aniketos is on how people involved in composing black-box services may draw inferences about trustworthiness. A series of knowledge-rich domain-specific factors will be involved which are not addressed by existing social and cognitive models of trust. A first sketch of likely important factors is:

- **Certificates** that particular security properties have been verified. The issue here is whether the certifying authority, and the tools the authority uses, may be trusted to do the verification. There is also the more superficial issue of whether a seal is used to claim trustworthiness, which is often taken with a grain of salt [43].

- **Time/space complexity** of services used. Although the code is not open to inspection, its complexity may be inferred from performance, e.g., how much time it takes to run a query as a function of input complexity; what impact high service usage has on individual users (using timing information has been proposed as an attack strategy by Kocher [38]).

- **Architecture complexity of the composition.** This will be visible to developers and could well reveal untrustworthy links.
  - **Algorithm complexity.** For instance compare a reputation metric which is only a count, with a metric like EigenTrust [37] which computes the left principal eigenvector of a matrix of local trust values. The higher-level description of what a service does, e.g., as exposed in documentation could conceivably give sufficient details to infer the likelihood of an implementation error.

- **How/when service updates are performed.** There is a trade-off between timely updates which repair security issues and updates which impact on QoS.

- **How well maintained** the service is, e.g., when was the last update; how frequently updated.

- **Transparency of software development process.** How exactly was the component developed, for instance is it open source and can discussions between developers be read?

- **Degree of personal contact with developers.** We already alluded to this above; such contact is likely to affect trustworthiness through similar processes as it does with any human-human contact.

- **Whether formal verification was used.** The formal methods community often asserts that formal methods are unequivocally good. However, even formal proofs of trustworthiness properties need not imply objective trustworthiness. Firstly, the wrong properties, with respect to requirements, may have been proved or important properties omitted. Secondly, the logic, proof procedures, or proof checkers might be unsound. Occasionally logics are shown to contain paradoxes, most famously Russell’s paradox, which allow all conjectures, even those which are false, to be proved in a logic by Frege [70]; more recently Girard found a paradox in a logic by Martin-Löf [71], later
versions of which are used in formal provers. Bugs are occasionally found in provers, especially in difficult to write aspects such as keeping track of bound variables [73]. Thirdly, people might not trust a proof they do not understand. The use of formal methods is likely to affect perceived trustworthiness.

- **Quality of documentation.** In order to use a service the interface must be documented. Its quality can therefore allow trustworthiness to be inferred.

- **How often a service has been used.** Related to reputation; a well-used service is likely to signal trustworthiness, e.g., because it is more likely that bugs will have been detected.

- **Security incident history.** Also related to reputation; if a service is plagued with problems then that is likely to have a detrimental effect, though inferences might be affected by how often updates are performed and also how crucial the service is to a composed service.

There is an inherent conflict in all cases between service providers (the trustees), who will be motivated to falsely signal trustworthiness, and service users (the trustors) who will want to ensure they trust only when it is valid to do so. However trustors may be open to various biases, e.g., trust certified services even though they do not know what that certification entails (as discussed above).

### 3.1.2 Material and methods

After reviewing the literature we sought to investigate empirically how designers and developers think about trust, focussing on the action of choosing a software component. Section 2.1 provided a range of hypotheses for the processes involved. Starting with the guiding predicate, \(\text{trust}(X, Y, c, \tau, g_x)\), the following entities are involved in the trust inference process:

- a software developer (or developers), \(X\), trusts
- a software component, \(Y\), developed by another developer (or developers) \(Z\)
- to perform a sequence of tasks \(\tau\)
- in context \(c\)
- leading (\(X\) hopes) to the satisfaction of \(X\)’s goal \(g_x\).

#### 3.1.2.1 Guiding research questions

As a first broad-brush approach, the following general questions were formulated, driven by the framework introduced above.

1. Since goals are central to the approach of Castelfranchi and Falcone [30], how do software developers and designers describe the goals they are trying to achieve using a software component?

2. Continuing discussions between Aniketos partners, and surveys of the literature, have uncovered a variety of notions of “trust” and “trustworthy” – but what concepts do the terms evoke in software developers?

3. Given the hypothesis that trust in cognitive trustees is qualitatively different to trust in non-cognitive trustees, how often do software developers actually get in contact with the developers of a component? If and when they do, what is the nature of the communication?

4. A range of domain-specific factors are very likely to be important. What factors do developers see as important in the context of choosing software components?

5. Although trust and trustworthiness are multifaceted constructs, not all easily placed on dimensions, is it possible to get assessments on a linear scale of how trustworthy a component is inferred to be?
6. It’s likely that more than one software developer is involved in making a decision about trustworthiness. Does the need to debate a decision with others influence how the decision is made?

7. To what degree is trust context-dependent? For instance is it possible for developers to come up with ideas for contexts when a component will and will not be trustworthy? What do those ideas tend to be?

8. What factors cause developers to change their mind about the trustworthiness of a component?

9. To what extent does the importance of a component in a project influence the process by which its trustworthiness is assessed?

10. How does trustworthiness relate to monitoring?

11. How do developers reason about what they ought to do to determine how trustworthy a component is (i.e., the regulative norms of their domain)? If they believe they should have done something but for whatever reason were unable to do so, this might give clues for areas where tool support would be beneficial.

3.1.2.2 Method

We designed a Web-based questionnaire to investigate how developers reason about the trustworthiness of software components. Although Section 3.1.1 lists a series of factors we speculate would influence trustworthiness, rather than bias participants, we opted for a semi-structured questionnaire with mostly open questions.

Participants were informed that the survey is “for software designers and developers who have ever had to choose a third-party software component for a project they worked on”, and that we are investigating “how people designing and developing software decide whether a software component is trustworthy.”

The questions asked were as follows:

1. Consider a time you have chosen to use a software component. What was its function?
2. In what programming language(s) was it written (leave blank if you don’t know)?
3. “Trust” and “trustworthiness” have many different meanings. In the context of the software component you have in mind, what exactly did you trust it to do (or not to do)?
4. Did you have any contact with the developers of the software component? [Yes/no.]
5. How did you get in contact?
6. Why did you communicate with the developers? Briefly describe what you discussed.
7. What kind of software did the component become part of?
8. Approximately how many people (including you) worked on the project?
9. Why did you choose to use the selected component and not another component? Briefly describe any reasoning behind the decision.
10. With whom did you speak to help decide whether to use the component? (Leave blank if nobody.)
11. Did you perform any kind of real-time monitoring or checking of the component in the live project?
12. Please describe the real-time monitoring or checking that was performed.
13. Is there a situation or context in which you would not trust the component? [Yes/no.]
14. In what situation/context?
15. How trustworthy do you think the component is? [Rated from 0 = completely untrustworthy to 5 = completely trustworthy on a discrete scale.]

16. What (if anything) would have changed your mind about the trustworthiness of the component?

17. What would the consequences have been if the component had turned out not to be trustworthy? (Try to be as specific as possible.)

18. In retrospect, is there anything you believe you should have done to decide how trustworthy the component was?

19. Do you have any general comments you think might be of relevance?

A series of demographic questions were also asked, results of which will be summarised below.

### 3.1.3 Participants

A variety of methods were used to try to recruit participants. Software companies were contacted directly, though this was only successful in a couple of occasions. A large online forum used by software developers was asked if they could advertise the study, however they refused as they argued their site is “not an avenue to solicit developers”. In the end, most participants came from social networks established by Aniketos. Participants were invited to take part by email. The main selection criterion was that participants were software developers or designers who had ever had to choose a software component. A total of 51 people started to complete the questionnaire. Of those, around half went on to complete the survey; the rest opted out, having completed only their basic demographic details. Table 2 summarizes the sample. Figure 4 shows the distribution of respondents’ age (a), years in current position (b), years in software industry/research (c), and team size for the project using the component under discussion (d). Figure 5 shows respondents’ country of residence. Around 80% of respondents had “research” or “researcher” as part of their current job title. Many of those had previously worked in the software industry or currently do software related research. The remainder were: a chief technology officer, a senior IT consultant, a software engineer, and a manager.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Completed</th>
<th>Opted out</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female N</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male N</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median age (SD)</td>
<td>33.0 (5.3)</td>
<td>34.5 (8.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median years in current position (SD)</td>
<td>4.0 (2.7)</td>
<td>4.0 (5.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median years in software (SD)</td>
<td>9.0 (5.1)</td>
<td>11.0 (6.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Basic demographic details
3.1.4 Results

3.1.4.1 Software mentioned
A range of software products were covered, including: database and semantic storage applications, banking software, editors, network management software, data analysis software, encryption related products, and simulation software.

3.1.4.2 Trustworthiness factors
Table 3 summarises the main factors to which respondents referred when stating what exactly they trust a component to do. By far the most common responses concerned specific functionality; other
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factors were commonly related to “non-functional” requirements, such as reliability, security, and performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Number of respondents</th>
<th>Comments and examples responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Functionality</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Generate (suitably) pseudorandom numbers such that a private key could not be guessed based on poor randomisation “correct implementation of communication standards” “parse and store my data … reliably”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>“only do what I told it to do”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance/scalability</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>“time of response” “to be able to cope with a large number of queries”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>“not modifying data and not disclosing that data to third parties” “Perform the search without affecting the integrity of the data being searched”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency with specification/documentation</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>“Work as expected based on the documentation” “be correctly implemented according to the specification/API” ”We did some test in order to see if it really did what it was supposed” ”To perform what the tool providers claimed to offer”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stability</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>“other alternatives were unstable development … prototypes”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maturity of development</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>“other alternatives were … research prototypes”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarity of documentation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>“it had clear interfaces”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplicity</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>One respondent noted that a simpler solution would have been better</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Factors influencing trustworthiness

3.1.4.3 Processes for inferring trustworthiness

There is some overlap between the processes used to infer trustworthiness and the trustworthiness factors already covered, so here we focus on aspects not already mentioned. See Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Comments and examples responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>One respondent was very clear of the importance that software “passes all the automated unit tests […] This is true for software we write or purchase, as well.” “Rough performance measurements” “Checking input and output results using debugging tools”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspecting source code</td>
<td>“… could see how it worked”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaking to colleagues</td>
<td>For instance team members, project partners, and boss or project/team leader</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Considering reputation “…positive feedback regarding the component on developer forums and mailing lists”
“Good reputation in the developers community”
“As a well-established [component] for text searching with a good reputation, we expected it to produce accurate results”
“The component was widely adopted by the community”
Cited “in a (peer-reviewed) technical paper”

Table 4: How respondents infer trustworthiness

3.1.4.4 What additional actions did respondents think could have been taken?
Table 5 shows what developers would have done, had they had the time and resources. Testing was again seen as important, as was examining source code. Interestingly monitoring was suggested, which would indicate a lack of trust.

Table 5: Additional actions which could have been taken

3.1.4.5 Leaps of faith
One of the questions asked, “How trustworthy do you think the component is?” on a scale from 0 to 5, where 5 denotes completely trustworthy and 0 denotes completely untrustworthy. A central claim of trust theories is that there must always be some uncertainty, otherwise trust would be unnecessary. This is reflected in the responses people gave (see Figure 6), with most respondents giving the assessment 4 out of 5.
Several respondents chose to use a component, even though they gave it a trustworthiness score of only 2 or 3 out of 5. It is not clear from most responses why this was, however in one case the component’s results were always checked, and it was possible to infer whether the result was correct. For this one case, the existence of a component which produced any result at all was more important than a component which was always trustworthy.

### 3.1.4.6 Contact with developers

We expected some difference between those who contacted the original developers of a component versus those who did not as in the former case the trustee would be a cognitive agent. Only 8 respondents had any contact with the developers, versus 17 who did not. Contact was via mailing lists and forums (3), email (3), bug tracking systems (1), training courses (1). There was a small but statistically significant \( t(9.9) = 2.3, p = .047 \); non-parametric Wilcoxon rank sum test \( W = 94, p = .048 \) difference between the trustworthiness score produced by those who had contact with the component developers versus those who did not: those who did have contact gave a slightly lower score (see Figure 7). In the Figure the error bars denote 95% confidence intervals of the means, computed using the t-distribution.

![Figure 7: Relationship between whether the developer had contact with the component developers and mean trustworthiness score](image)

There is a plausible explanation for this difference: all of the contact concerned problems, e.g.,

- Issues installing software
- Incompatibility between different library versions
- Configuration difficulties
• Errors in documentation
• Performance problems
• Missing functionality
• Asking for added functionality
• Bug reports
• Requiring help modifying code (i.e., because it didn’t quite do what was wanted).

The act of contacting the developers tends to be as a consequence of inferred untrustworthiness.

3.1.5 Implications of results for a trust model

3.1.5.1 Trust as a secondary issue
We found evidence that respondents tended to focus on choosing components which seemed to achieve their primary functional goals. This corresponds with results found elsewhere, e.g., [61]

“Trustors initiate transactions with a primary goal in mind – order the birthday gift that is delivered in time, to pay a credit card bill before incurring a penalty. Discharging the tasks required to reach these goals in a secure manner – i.e. a way that does not put your credentials at risk – is a secondary goal.”

3.1.5.2 Suggestions for metrics
One possible trustworthiness metric we hadn’t fully appreciated the importance of is some way to communicate the kinds of tests that have been performed. This is unlikely to be an integer but rather a structured set of cases. It might also be helpful to supply unit test parameters and code scaffolds to aid the developer in testing the trustworthiness of a component for him or herself.

One respondent felt so strongly about the importance of testing that he emailed to complain that we hadn’t used the term in our survey.

3.1.5.3 Process support
The most common response to the question, “In retrospect, is there anything you believe you should have done to decide how trustworthy the component was?” was “More testing”. It seems clear that any tool which aids testing would be welcomed by users.

It is interesting that all contact with third-party developers concerned problems. One thought is that a market place for finding services could also encourage contact when there is no problem. A novel hypothesis – which to our knowledge has not yet been tested – is that this will increase the trustworthiness of components produced.

3.1.5.4 How trustworthy is trustworthy enough?
As 8 participants demonstrated, a high trustworthiness score is not necessary for choosing to use a component. For instance an untrustworthy component might be chosen if it does deliver results, those results are useful – especially when the component runs offline or can be monitored cost-effectively, and where it is possible to tell at run-time whether a correct result was delivered.

3.1.6 Hypothesized model structure of factors influencing trust in a component
One desirable goal is to create a probabilistic model predicting subjective trustworthiness as a function of component cues and actions taken to test the trustworthiness. Note the “subjective” here: it could well be that the model would predict that a component would be inferred to be trustworthy even when it is objectively not – often obviously not, e.g., with respect to guidelines for how to infer trustworthiness. Figure 8 shows a structure that such a model could take, however the final model will depend on what information is available on the Aniketos platform.
In order to make this probabilistic, the conditional probability of each node given its parents needs to be calculated. Then the joint probability distribution, \( P(X) \), is given by

\[
P(X) = \prod_{n \in \text{Node}} P(X_n | X_{\text{Parents}(n)})
\]

Updating this distribution would be possible given metrics for all the nodes, some of which can be fairly automatically obtained (e.g., the number of automatic tests passed and how widely adopted the component is). Others require a subjective judgement on the part of the developer, e.g., a trustworthiness score from 0 to 5, as we described above.

Decisions are likely to be constrained by issues of, e.g., cost and whether monitoring is possible, suggesting a trustworthiness network also ought to take these factors into account (see Figure 9). So for instance, even though a component might not often be chosen, this need not necessarily imply that it is perceived as untrustworthy.

The question arises of how these sorts of models might be applied to composite services. Again the issue is statistically to infer what factors influence the choice of a component. To do this, nodes would be added to represent the trustworthiness factors of the services of which a composite service is composed. It could well be the case that service consumers are unaware of these factors, so there would be no influence. Or it could be that probabilities are propagated from the weak link in a series of composite services making it possible to diagnose which of the composed services is responsible. The exact details of this need to be refined in light of the technical developments of the Aniketos platform and will depend greatly on what information concerning the services composed to make a composite service is made available to service consumers.
Figure 9: Further higher-level structure, including factors other than trust which might influence the choice of a component

3.1.7 Summary of relevance

The main contribution of this section is to take seriously software designers and developers as themselves users and to explore socio-cognitive issues which might have a bearing on how they decide whether to trust a software service. The results have implications for how the platform should work. To take an important example, clearly testing – more generally enumerative induction, i.e., trying to verify $P(x)$ for all $x$ by testing instances $P(i_1), P(i_2), \ldots, P(i_n)$ for a finite $n$ – is crucial for software developers. They trust by testing, so they should recognise a process in the Aniketos platform which feels to them like testing. Another issue is that a range of social processes, e.g., trusting someone who is perceived to be an epistemic authority, beyond the technical processes, are important when people choose software components – and hence are likely still to be important when they choose services. The ideal Aniketos platform would enable these processes, where possible helping developers and designers to avoid reasoning biases driven by processes they normally use in non-technical domains.

3.2 Patterns and best practices for developing and providing trustworthy composite service

This section defines and investigates patterns and guidelines for establishing user trust in composite services (including dynamic environments) that can be provided to the service developers to enhance service trustworthiness. The patterns and guidelines can refer to elements or user actions on the Aniketos platform, as well as social structures in the usage context. To facilitate the take-up of these patterns, each is followed by a “target-user”. The intention is that these give helpful guidelines for various developers and providers in Aniketos.

3.2.1 Communicating formalisms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Help explain the meaning of formal properties with positive and negative examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Context</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Problem</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Non-solutions

Expressing the property in natural language. Consider the following example (slightly rewritten from an example in [62]):

“If a rule exists affirming of every member of the class A the property B then […] whenever a specific object, x, that is a member of A is encountered it can be inferred that x has the property B…”

This is supposed to express a simple formula:

\[(\forall x \in A \ B(x)) \land y \in A \rightarrow B(y)\]

One can imagine how only slightly more complex expressions would be rendered completely incomprehensible in natural language. Using natural language clearly removes the benefits of the logical expression and does not improve matters.

**Using only diagrammatic notations.** Diagrammatic notations can, but do not necessarily help either, e.g., consider the following Schubert diagram:

![Schubert Diagram](image)

This supposedly expresses that several children are in the playground and most of them are playing in the sandbox (example from [64]; see for further discussion).

### Solution

Provide illustrative positive and negative example instances of a property, i.e., examples which are true and examples which are false. Importantly these should be presented together with the formal properties to emphasise that the examples are only examples and do not perfectly characterise the full space of possibilities.

**Examples**

\[\forall x, y, x < y \rightarrow A(x) \leq A(y)\]

Positive examples: \(A = \langle 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 \rangle\); \(A = \langle 1, 4, 5, 7, 8 \rangle\)

Negative examples: \(A = \langle 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 \rangle\); \(A = \langle 1, 2, 3, 4, 1 \rangle\)

\[\forall x, y, z. \text{trusts}(x, y) \land \text{trusts}(y, z) \rightarrow \text{trusts}(x, z)\]

Positive example: \(\text{trusts}(\text{wife}, \text{husband}), \text{trusts}(\text{husband}, \text{mistress}), \text{trusts}(\text{wife}, \text{mistress})\)

Negative example: \(\neg\text{trusts}(\text{wife}, \text{husband}), \text{trusts}(\text{husband}, \text{mistress}), \neg\text{trusts}(\text{wife}, \text{mistress})\)

### Target user

Developers of formal tool support in Aniketos

---

### Explaning universal proofs with examples instances

**Context**

Many of the tools produce a proof of properties

**Problem**

Proofs produced by automatic provers are also difficult to understand as they are not intended for human consumption. Even mathematicians tend to dislike completely formal proofs, e.g., [63]

“Presenting proofs in [formal, automatically checkable] style has never taken off within the mathematical community. Instead, mathematicians write rigorous proofs, i.e. proofs in whose soundness the mathematical community has confidence, but which are not [formal].”

**Non-solution**

Use informal proof. There is no evidence that developers currently write non-formal proofs. Also such proofs could not be produced automatically, eliminating any
benefits of tool support.

Solution  Provide example instances to demonstrate what has been proved.

Examples  Property: \( x + y = y + x \)

Examples: \( 2 + 3 = 3 + 2; \ 5 + 6 = 6 + 5; \ldots \)

Target user  Developers of formal tool support in Aniketos

### 3.2.2 Certificates

**Explain scope of certificate**

| Context | Many companies produce certificates that a piece of software is trustworthy. |
| Problem | Consumers of the certificate are often unaware exactly what has been verified. |
| Non-solution | Expose the processes used to test/verify the software. This is often not possible because, e.g., (a) doing so would imply losing a competitive advantage, (b) the technical details might not be understandable to the client. |
| Solution | Provide examples of the properties which have been demonstrated to hold (this could include the proof that an undesirable property holds) and also examples of those which have not been tested/verified. |
| Example | “Injection attacks were run for the most commonly detected SQL-based zero-day exploits. No testing was done of code related to the network protocol.” Properties \( P \) and \( Q \) were tested however \( R \) was not tested. (Note: this does not mean that \( P \) and \( Q \) were true and \( R \) was false, rather that nothing is known about \( R \).) |
| Target user | Security engineers who certify services |

### 3.2.3 Trustworthy service offerings and trustworthy communication

**Authenticity of the used service**

| Context | When using a service, the consuming party (e.g., end user, service developer of a composite service) should be able to prove the authenticity of the consumed service. |
| Problem | Many (successful) attempts to attack the privacy or integrity of service consumers are based on a dishonest service that pretends to be the demanded (honest) service. |
| Non-solutions | Relying only on the domain name (DNS system) as means for providing an authentic URI for a service. Use of self-signed certificates without a secure and authentic communication of the properties of the key used for the creation of the certificate. |
| Solution | Provide a SSL enabled URI for the service that uses a cryptographic certificate which is signed by a well-known and trusted certification authority (e.g. Verisign). To increase the usability for end-users, the public key of the root-certificate of this certification authority should be in the set of default certificates used by Web browsers or the underlying platform used for the client development. A strong encryption scheme shall be used. |
| Limitation | This pattern only covers the authenticity of the service, i.e., in general the user has still to trust the service. Note in particular that an authentic service can still be dishonest with respect to other security or trust properties (e.g., forwarding confidential data to a third party). |
| Example | An Example for a service that implements this patterns are services offering software downloads (e.g., Linux distributions or software patches from commercial vendors). While the software supplier wants to guarantee the origin (authenticity) of the software, he does not necessarily need to authenticate the users. |
| Target user | Service developers and service providers |
Authenticity of the user of a service

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>When using a service, the offering party (e.g., service developer) should be able to prove the authenticity of the service consumer.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Problem</td>
<td>Many Web service offerings (e.g., electronic banking) require the authentication of the consuming party.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-solution</td>
<td>Using HTTP Basic Authentication or Login/Password-based solutions over an unsecured communication channel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution</td>
<td>Solutions that can be implemented for most standards environments without requiring additional hardware are:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Using an SSL enabled URI for the service together with SSL client certificates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Using a secure channel (e.g., encrypted using SSL) with HTTP Basic Authentication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Using a secure channel (e.g., encrypted using SSL) with application specific login/password-based authentication.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In all three solutions, a strong encryption scheme shall be used.

In case stronger means of authentication (e.g. two-factor authentication) are required, additional steps need to be taken into account. Examples for techniques providing a stronger means of authentication are:

- Generating one time transaction numbers (TAN) on the server that are sent via an independent communication channel (e.g., as SMS to the user’s mobile phone) to the user. The user then has to insert a fresh TAN for each transaction.
- Using hardware-generated one time passwords as, e.g., provided by RSA’s SecurID solutions (http://www.rsa.com/SecurID).

Limitation | The solutions that are not based on additional hardware tokens, respectively, one time passwords or TANS, (i.e., the first three solutions) are prone to replay attacks (e.g., the credentials can be stolen using Trojans or key-loggers).

Example | An example service type that requires the authentication of end users are Web shops.

Target user | Service developers and service providers

Secure and authentic communication between a service and consumer of a service

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Many service offerings require both the secure communication and the mutual authentication between the service and its consumer.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Problem</td>
<td>Many service offerings (e.g., electronic banking) require the exchange of confidential data between the service and its consumer. Therefore, the communication should ensure the secrecy and authenticity of the exchanged data/information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-solution</td>
<td>Using SSL with a weak encryption scheme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution</td>
<td>Combine the solutions of pattern 3.2.1and 0, i.e. using an SSL enabled URI service that uses a cryptographic certificate which is signed by a well-known and trusted certification authority (e.g. Verisign) either with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• SSL client certificates,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• HTTP Basic Authentication, or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• application specific login/password-based authentication.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A strong encryption scheme shall be used.

For applications requiring that likely targets for replay attacks (e.g., Web applications providing financial transactions services such as e-banking or ones that provide...
## Warn about reputation-based biases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>People are influenced by the reputation of organisations which often leads them to trust the quality of a service, in a particular situation, based on more general cues about trustworthiness.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Problem</td>
<td>Occasionally trust can become so routine that obvious cases of untrustworthiness are undetected. For example, a study showed that people trust a major search engine’s ability to rank the relevance of results, even when presented with (experimentally manipulated) specific cases where it provides less optimum solutions [85]. Although participants showed behaviour consistent with being aware of the problem, e.g., in terms of eye fixation patterns, they still selected the highest-ranked results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-solution</td>
<td>It might be argued that organisations should take advantage of such biases to increase the use of their services; however a problem with this approach is that if specific deficiencies are exposed, then reputation could be later affected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution</td>
<td>Emphasise the benefits and drawbacks of any services. Typically a service will have to have some merit to be used at all.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples</td>
<td>Advise users on the possible limitations of the rank algorithm when used for automation so that they have a mental model of when not to trust. Provide estimates of the uncertainty that a particular hit is relevant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target user</td>
<td>Developers of the trustworthiness computation engine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Information about individual trust metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>For service developers it is important to have detailed information on the individual service characteristics or factors that have been measured and combined for elaborating the trustworthiness level of the service, rather than having only a single computed value or result.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Problem</td>
<td>As developer trust in a service or a service developer has a cognitive aspect to be considered and certain characteristics may have a higher impact on developers’ trust than others, depending on the context. Service developers may prefer to have all the information related to how the trustworthiness is calculated, and have the result decomposed with respect to the individual measures taken on several factors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-solution</td>
<td>Provide the algorithm used to calculate the trustworthiness value, so developers can understand the impact of certain characteristics on the final computed value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution</td>
<td>Provide the algorithm and the break down result by each relevant characteristic so that developers can understand better each of the measures taken to compute the result.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limitation</td>
<td>Some factors are measured at runtime, thus not all the individual measures might have sense at design-time. Additionally for components where no information yet exists (first use with the Aniketos platform) measures are also null in the beginning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples</td>
<td>Advice developers on the calculations performed to reach a certain service trustworthiness value; provide the algorithm for calculating reputation but also the different measures taken on the involved factors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target user</td>
<td>Service developers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ratings credibility

| Context | User ratings and reputation can help establish and maintain trust between service consumers and their provider. |
| Problem | Anyone can rate a service whether they have used it or not. This can reduce the credibility of the ratings due to possibility of multiple ratings for the same transaction and easy access for users with malicious intentions such as boosting or slandering the reputation of a particular service. |
| Non-solution | Reduce the effect of received bad and malicious ratings by only filtering or manipulation. |
| Solution | Permit only per business transaction rating and use authentication mechanisms to ensure that only registered users are allowed to rate a service. Other mechanisms such as filtering can further improve the credibility of ratings. |
| Example | eBay allows a rating per user transaction. All users must be authenticated in order to carry out a transaction. |
| Target user | Developers of the trustworthiness prediction and monitoring systems including Aniketos. |

3.2.4 Service implementation

Checking of user input

| Context | Many service implementations are not checking all user supplied input. Unexpected user input may result in security vulnerabilities. |
| Problem | Many Web applications that accept user input are using this user input for generating new Web sites or store this input internally, e.g., in a relational database. |
| Non-solution | Directly handling user input, e.g., storing user input directly in a database without checking it properly beforehand. |
| Solution | All input received from (potential) untrusted source, e.g., users, needs to be checked carefully and all dangerous parts need either to be removed or encoded safely. For example, input that is stored in an SQL database needs to replace every occurrence of a single quote ('') in user input by two single quotes (""') to form a valid SQL string literal (other encodings might be required additionally). Moreover, for preventing SQL injections attacks there are also other countermeasures such as using prepared SQL statements. Similarly, output needs to be encoded as well to prevent, e.g., Cross-site-Scripting attacks. Overall, for the source code of each shipped or deployed software component it should be validated that all user input and all output is correctly encoded. Such validation can be done completely manually or supported by tools such as static code analysers. |
| Limitation | The encoding of the input and output must be done for each use separately, i.e., there is no general encoding routine that prevents all attacks that can be caused by improper encoding of input or output data. |
| Example | Examples for attacks that are caused by improper input or output encodings are SQL injection attacks, Cross-site-scripting (XSS) attacks, or cross-site-request-forgery. |
| Target user | Service developers and certification authorities (based on code audits). |

Debug code in deployed service

| Context | Many service implementations contain debug code, i.e., code that is only useful |
during the development of the service, that may reveal unwanted functionalities or security vulnerabilities.

**Problem**

During the development of software, developers often introduce debugging code that helps to debug problems (e.g., additional output) in the software or simplify the development (e.g., circumventing authorization checks). The former, for example, may reveal additional information such as version numbers of libraries that help attackers. The latter may disable authentication or authorization checks at all, i.e., introducing so called back-doors.

**Non-solution**

Shipping or deploying the service implementations that include debugging code.

**Solution**

Remove (or at least put them into comments) all debug code before shipping or deploying a service.

Overall, for the source code of each shipped or deployed software component it should be validated that all debug code is removed. Such validation can be done completely manually or supported by tools such as static code analyzers.

**Example**

Backdoors are one example for vulnerabilities that can be caused by shipped debug code.

**Target user**

Service developers and certification authorities (based on code audits)

### 3.2.5 Contracts

**Explain scope of contract** (Derived from [65])

**Context**

As Web service trustworthiness is a measure of whether the service will perform as intended, the service contract that explains exactly the service intended behaviour (functionality and non-functional aspects of the service) should be shown by the Aniketos platform.

**Problem**

The service contract has an abstract description of what the service does and more concrete description of how and where the service can be accessed. The abstract description describes the actual physical interface (API) that service consumers connect to.

The technical details of the functionalities and other implementation and communication aspects of the service are needed for service consumers to locate and use the service at runtime. These technical details are often complex and not really explanatory for the service consumer, and sometimes not accessible at all.

**Non-solution**

Show in the Aniketos platform the complete service contract.

**Solution**

The Aniketos platform should specify contract metadata in a format that service providers and consumers can understand.

**Example**

Contract should have a summary in natural language that explains what relationship the trustworthiness level is applicable to, that includes:

- Service provider: Service provider ID and data.
- What: API
- How: Binding-related definitions
- Where: Service Ports addresses (a URL, an email address, or some other type of transport-specific address)
- Policies: Integrated in what, how and where parts.

**Target user**

This pattern should be used by the Aniketos platform developers in order to implement the solution in the platform.

**Link to actual contract**
### Models and Methodologies for Embedding and Monitoring Trust in Services

| **Context** | For some services, it might be important to understand the details of the service in order to really trust the service. |
| **Problem** | The summary of the service contract is not enough for the developer to trust the service for some security features (e.g. non-disclosure of data to 3rd parties). |
| **Non-solution** | Showing the complete service contract file in the Aniketos platform might result in a cluttered interface that does not help the consumer in understanding the actual content of the contract. |
| **Solution** | The Aniketos platform should show a summary of the service description in a natural and easy to understand language and provide, when possible, a URL link to the actual contract file, so the developer can consult it if further clarifications are needed. |
| **Example** | http://mydomain.com/myservicecontract... |
| **Target user** | This pattern should be used by the Aniketos platform developers in order to implement the solution in the platform. |

### Link to actual socio-technical security model of the service

| **Context** | For some services, it may be important to have the description of high level requirements of the service, to understand the trust relationship the contract applies to. |
| **Problem** | The summary of the service contract is not enough for the developer to trust the service for some security features (e.g. non-disclosure of data to 3rd parties). |
| **Non-solution** | Show in the Aniketos platform the complete service contract. |
| **Solution** | When possible, the Aniketos platform should provide a URL link to the service model created with the socio-technical security modelling language. |
| **Example** | http://mydomain.com/myservicegoals... |
| **Target user** | This pattern should be used by the Aniketos platform developers in order to implement the solution in the platform. |

### Provider and services contract traceability

| **Context** | For composite services it might be important to have the traceability of the service contract with the individual components’ contracts. |
| **Problem** | A composite service contract might not be enough for the service developer to understand the implications on a type of behaviour because it refers to other contracts (the ones of its components). |
| **Non-solution** | Show in the Aniketos platform the complete service contract. |
| **Solution** | When possible, the Aniketos platform should provide a URL link to the individual service contracts as well as the composite service contract. |
| **Example** | http://mydomain.com/myservicecontract... http://mydomain.com/myserviceComponent1contract... http://mydomain.com/myserviceComponent2contract... [etc.] |
| **Target user** | This pattern should be used by the Aniketos platform developers in order to implement the solution in the platform. |
4 Aniketos trust requirements

This chapter analyses functional, non-functional and architectural requirements based on WP1 tasks T1.3 (“Aniketos platform requirements and scenarios”) and T1.4 (“Overall architecture of Aniketos platform”) that are relevant to both WP2 in establishing and maintaining trust in composed services and to WP1 in defining the socio-technical security modelling language and tool (T1.2). Traceability to the high-level requirements listed in D1.2 (“First Aniketos architecture and requirements specification”) was performed but not documented herein.

The requirements presented here represent a “complete” set of requirements as expressed by potential “end-users” of the design-time and runtime tools. For this work, the role of “end-user” was mainly held by the industrial partners of Aniketos. The requirements are “complete” in the sense that they were not restricted by project-related constraints such as available budget, resources and time to develop the specified tool; they were written with a “let’s dream anything is possible” spirit. The objective is not therefore to obtain a full coverage of these requirements within the timeframe of Aniketos, but to have a global understanding of the ultimate goal that is pursued. Evaluation, through WP6 and WP7, will allow us to identify which requirements were covered. Non-covered requirements will be assessed in the exploitation plan, as an input to construct the technical exploitation roadmap.

As indicated in the chapter’s title, trust is central in the following requirements. However, trust is handled differently according to the engineering phases (and therefore the tools) being specified. For the requirements engineering phase (and its related socio-technical security modelling language and tool as defined in task T1.2), trust is mainly handled under its cognitive acceptation; the specification work performed herein has made extensive use of the state of the art presented in Section 2.1.1. For the software design and development engineering phases (and their related trust management components), trust is mainly handled under its trustworthiness acceptation with metrics that can be computed; the related specification rests upon the work presented in Section 3.

4.1 Definitions

4.1.1 Operational organisation

The overall Aniketos stakeholders have been classified in D1.2. The Aniketos stakeholders involved with the trust management system/software are:

- Aniketos authority: this stakeholder maintains the software and services part of the Aniketos platform, of which trust is a foundation;
- Aniketos platform contributor, i.e. a user able to enrich the Aniketos platform with meaningful content: this stakeholder must understand the trust mechanisms that underlie the Aniketos platform so as to contribute usefully;
- Service end-user: this stakeholder uses the trust management system/software to select a service, and provides feedback that nourishes the reputation mechanisms;
- Service provider: this stakeholder must understand the trust mechanisms that underlie the Aniketos platform to ensure that the provided service is selected by service end-users;
- Service designer (sub-category of service developer): this stakeholder uses the trust management system/software to elicit the security needs and security requirements;
- Service implementer (sub-category of service developer): this stakeholder needs to understand the trust mechanisms so as to include those mechanisms in his/her own services;
- Service composer (sub-category of service developer): this stakeholder uses the trust management system/software to discover trustworthy candidates for service composition;
- Certifying authority (sub-category of third-party): this stakeholder needs to understand the trust mechanisms so as to be able to certify them.
4.1.2 Functional capability

4.1.2.1 Concept
In Aniketos the trustworthiness prediction module predicts the current trustworthiness of a service based on the trust relationship and trust model(s) in use. It will also be able to estimate the overall trustworthiness of a composite service based on the suggested composite assembly. The module can provide those predictions to other modules during both the service design time and runtime states. On the other hand, the trustworthiness monitoring module enables runtime monitoring of trustworthiness based on Aniketos mechanisms and metrics adequate for the runtime state. If changes in trustworthiness defy the required levels in a contract, then the affected parties are notified using the notification module. This module invokes the trustworthiness prediction module to retrieve trustworthiness predictions that may be affected by runtime changes and threats. Further details on module interactions can be found in D1.2.

4.1.2.2 Basic functions
The basic functions of the trust management system are:

- Trust modelling: this capacity is a design-time only function; it allows the elicitation and capture of trust relationships and derivation of security requirements;
- Trustworthiness prediction: this function computes the trustworthiness of a service based on the trust relationship and trust model(s) in use. It is also able to estimate the overall trustworthiness of a composite service based on the suggested composite assembly; it can be used both at runtime and at design-time;
- Trustworthiness monitoring: this function enables runtime monitoring of trustworthiness based on the mechanisms and metrics defined according to the trust model.

The three functions of the trust management system/software have a structuring effect on the remainder of this chapter, as the requirements are grouped and coded according to the functions.

4.1.3 States and modes
Organising requirements according to states and modes is common practice in industry, but probably rarely seen in research projects. States and modes allow for the specification of requirements that depend on the system/software’s state and/or mode, with a particular focus on operational states and degraded modes. As integrity is a priced value in the Aniketos project, describing system/software states and modes seemed highly relevant, even if it was in a simplified way.

The states and modes have a structuring effect on the remainder of this chapter, as the requirements are grouped and coded according to these states (cf. Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2) and modes. In addition, interface and quality factors are usually specified; due to the research nature of this project, these latter requirements (cf. Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4) have been kept to a minimum.

4.1.3.1 States
The trust management system/software has two states:

- design-time operational state;
- runtime operational state.

4.1.3.2 Modes
The trust management system/software has two modes:

- normal operational mode;
- failed mode.
Considering that Aniketos is a research project, reduced operational modes (in which only a subpart of the functions are available) are not considered. If Aniketos were to go operational, reduced operational modes should be carefully studied.

4.1.3.3 Mode transitions

4.1.3.3.1 From operational to failed mode
The detection of the failure of any one of the functions will cause the system/software to enter in the failed mode.

4.1.3.3.2 From failed to operational mode
In case all of the functions become available again after a failure, the system/software is allowed to go to normal operational mode.

4.1.4 Editorial practices
The following editorial practice has been followed in the writing of the requirements:
• for the normative requirements the operative verb "shall" is used;
• for the recommended requirements the operative verb "should" is used;
• for the optional requirements the operative verb "may" is used.

System requirements are composed of three parts:
• a unique identifier,
• a title,
• the requirement body, which describes the function, the capacity(ies) or the parameter(s).

The requirement unique identifier is composed as follows:
• the ANIKETOS keyword;
• a function-code which can take the following values: TM for “Trust Modelling”, TD for “Trustworthiness Determination” and TN for “Trustworthiness monitoring”;  
• a unique sequence number within the function-code, with a range from 001 to 999.

It is worth noting that the sequence numbers run through the design-time and runtime sections, contributing to giving a functional coherency throughout the system/software states.

4.2 Characteristics

4.2.1 Design-time operational state

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal Operation mode – Trust modelling – Model management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ID</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Characteristics of the system/ software defined through requirements.
Model initialisation: study general description

The design-time tools should allow for a general description of the study in textual format.

Model maintenance: model states

The design-time tools shall allow for the capture of an overall model state, including at least a “working” state and a “validated” state.

Model maintenance: model validated state

The design-time tools shall prohibit any modification to a model in the “validated” state unless the state is compromised.

Model maintenance: state transition from working to validated

The design-time tools shall require user confirmation and logging (identification and timestamp) to transition the model from the “working” state to the “validated” state.

Model maintenance: state transition from validated to working

The design-time tools shall require user confirmation and logging (identification and timestamp) to transition the model from the “validated” state back to the “working” state.

Model maintenance: model state and consistency

The design-time tools shall prohibit the model to be set to the “validated” state if it is inconsistent (cf. consistency requirements).

Normal Operation mode – Trust modelling – Capture of entities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-009</td>
<td>Capture: actors</td>
<td>The design-time tools shall allow for the capture of actors, where an actor⁶ is an implementation independent unit of responsibility that performs actions to achieve an effect that contributes to a...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⁶ According to NAF [87], “In order to be able to allocate responsibilities in a coherent and non-conflicting manner to actual persons, the responsibilities need to be captured first, irrespective of the actual persons or executing parties. The complete set of these responsibilities needs to cover all of NATO’s internal and external obligations. In order to fulfil his obligations, an actor has a certain information need. By linking these information requirements to the responsibility instead of to an individual, flexibility and applicability of information requirements become independent of an incidental organisational structure. The structure (e.g. for a new mission) can change, but as soon as the responsibilities are allocated to individuals at certain locations, the information requirements are known. Due to the linkage of these information requirements to responsibilities, the conditions (e.g. timeliness of information, availability, etc.) for fulfilling the requirements also become clear and stable. […] Anything actors do needs to contribute to the goals of the organisation. This provides a means to validate whether all responsibilities and tasks of the actors indeed contribute to at least one goal of the organisation, and whether all goals are taken care of by the responsibilities and corresponding tasks of actors. The operational objectives are enduring, they do not change easily over time, and e.g. the ultimate goal of NATO has not changed since the alliance was established.” Even though the above text is extracted from the NATO architecture framework, it provides a good stable foundation for any architecture, including service oriented architectures such as the ones developed for and by Aniketos.
**Normal Operation mode – Trust modelling – Capture of entities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D2.1</td>
<td>desired end state.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-010</td>
<td>Capture: agents, instances of actors</td>
<td>The design-time tools <em>may</em> allow for the capture of particular instances of actors, hereafter called agents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-011</td>
<td>Capture: actor description</td>
<td>The design-time tools <em>shall</em> allow for the capture of a short textual description of the actors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-012</td>
<td>Capture: social structure purpose</td>
<td>When an actor represents a social structure, the design-time tools <em>should</em> allow for the capture of a short textual description of its purpose.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-013</td>
<td>Capture: non-participant stakeholders</td>
<td>The design-time tools <em>shall</em> allow for the capture of non-participant stakeholders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-014</td>
<td>Capture: non-participant stakeholder description</td>
<td>The design-time tools <em>shall</em> allow for the capture of a short textual description of the non-participant stakeholders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-015</td>
<td>Capture: context facts</td>
<td>The design-time tools <em>shall</em> allow for the capture of facts (e.g. legal and regulatory references) that may influence the overall risk management process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-016</td>
<td>Capture: context events</td>
<td>The design-time tools <em>shall</em> allow for the capture of events (typically, elements of the climate / situation) that may influence the overall risk management process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-017</td>
<td>Capture: assets</td>
<td>The design-time tools <em>shall</em> allow for the capture of the assets of the actors(^7), in terms of goals to reach, and supporting resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-018</td>
<td>Capture: asset depository</td>
<td>Assets <em>shall</em> be associated to their depositories (i.e. the actors that are or feel accountable for the assets). <strong>Note:</strong> thus, an asset may be associated to multiple depositories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-019</td>
<td>Capture: resource owners</td>
<td>The design-time tools <em>shall</em> allow for the capture of resource owners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-020</td>
<td>Capture: resource multiple-ownership</td>
<td>The design-time tools <em>should</em> allow for the capture of multiple owners for a given resource.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^7\) Not to agents or non-participant stakeholders.
### Normal Operation mode – Trust modelling – Capture of entities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Note:</strong> this multiple-ownership may be the result of the grouping of multiple resources into an aggregated resource; in this case, resource decomposition should allow for identifying a unique owner for each sub-resource.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-021</td>
<td>Capture: resource types</td>
<td>The design-time tools <strong>shall</strong> allow for the differentiation between intangible and tangible resources.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| ANIKETOS-TM-022 | Capture: resource marking, security-irrelevance | The design-time tools **shall** allow for the marking of a resource as being irrelevant with respect to security needs.  
**Note:** This requirement concerns only sub-resources. Indeed, if a top-level resource is security-irrelevant, it should be suppressed; thus there is no reason to mark it. |
| ANIKETOS-TM-023 | Capture: resource decomposition            | The design-time tools **shall** allow for an AND/OR decomposition of a resource in sub-resources, under the condition that it has not been marked as security-irrelevant. |
| ANIKETOS-TM-024 | Capture: tangible resource decomposition   | The AND/OR decomposition of a tangible resource **shall** always be a tree-decomposition.                                                     |
| ANIKETOS-TM-025 | Capture: intangible resource decomposition | The AND/OR decomposition of an intangible resource **shall** be of any type of non-cyclic graph.                                              |
| ANIKETOS-TM-026 | Capture: multi-dimensional resource decomposition | The AND/OR decomposition of an intangible resource **should** support multiple orthogonal decompositions, e.g. temporal (states), structural (contents). |
| ANIKETOS-TM-027 | Capture: asset types                      | The design-time tools **shall** allow for the differentiation between primary assets and supporting assets.                                      |
| ANIKETOS-TM-028 | Capture: strategy to meet a goal          | The design-time tools **should** allow for the capture, in textual format, of the overall strategy to meet a goal.                          |
| ANIKETOS-TM-029 | Capture: goal marking, self-capability     | The design-time tools **shall** allow for the marking of a goal of an actor as being fully fulfilled by that sole actor.                  |
| ANIKETOS-TM-030 | Capture: goal marking, security-irrelevance | The design-time tools **shall** allow for the marking of a goal of an actor as being irrelevant with respect to security needs.            |

---

8 Primary vs. supporting applies to assets, whilst tangible versus intangible applies to resources only, however both concepts have similarities (to be further specified).
Normal Operation mode – **Trust modelling – Capture of entities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Note:</strong> this may happen when a high-level goal is decomposed in sub-goals, some of which are security critical, whilst others are security agnostic.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-031</td>
<td><em>Capture: goal decomposition</em></td>
<td>The design-time tools <strong>shall</strong> allow for an AND/OR decomposition of a goal in sub-goals, under the condition that it has not been marked (as a self-capability or as security-irrelevant).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| ANIKETOS-TM-032 | *Capture: collaboration to achieve a goal* | The design-time tools **shall** allow for the capture of the collaborative nature of a goal, highlighting all the actors potentially involved in the fulfilment of the goal; such calls are hereafter called “collaborative goals” irrespective of the fact that the collaboration is enacted.  
**Note 1:** the collaborative nature of a goal is a high-level view of that goal in the sense that this goal can be decomposed in sub-goals that can each be individually realised by different actors.  
**Note 2:** unlike for delegation, authorisation to collaborate for the fulfilment of the goal is not subsumed by a collaboration potential. |
| ANIKETOS-TM-033 | *Capture: link between primary assets* | The design-time tools **shall** allow for the capture of a “need” (or “means-end”) link between a goal and an intangible resource.  
**Note:** the “need” link does not convey any flow information; whether the resource linked to a goal is accessed, consumed, produced, modified or destroyed is irrelevant; the link semantics only conveys the fact that this goal intrinsically cannot be achieved without that resource being available. |
| ANIKETOS-TM-034 | *Capture: delegation* | The design-time tools **shall** allow for the capture of a goal delegation from one actor to another actor. |

Normal Operation mode – **Trust modelling – Capture of security needs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ANIKETOS-TM-035 | *Capture: implicit actor authenticity* | A goal assignment to its depository (or depositories) **shall** subsume actor authenticity.  
**Note:** actor authenticity is the property |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-036</td>
<td>Capture: implicit resource access authorization</td>
<td>A “need” link between a goal and an intangible resource <strong>shall</strong> subsume access privileges granted to the actor responsible for the goal achievement over the intangible resource.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-037</td>
<td>Capture: delegation implicit authorization</td>
<td>Goal delegation <strong>shall</strong> subsume delegation authorization. <strong>Note:</strong> goal delegation authorization relates to the legitimacy of the interaction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-038</td>
<td>Capture: implicit goal integrity</td>
<td>Goal specification <strong>shall</strong> subsume goal integrity for all goals that are not marked as security irrelevant. <strong>Note:</strong> goal integrity is the quality that a goal has when it is attained or sustained in an unimpaired manner, free from unauthorized manipulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-039</td>
<td>Capture: availability security need</td>
<td>The design-time tools <strong>shall</strong> allow for the capture of a primary asset (i.e. goal or resource) availability security need.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-040</td>
<td>Capture: availability expression</td>
<td>An availability security need <strong>may</strong> be expressed through a ratio or as plain text.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-041</td>
<td>Capture: least-privilege security need</td>
<td>The design-time tools <strong>shall</strong> allow for the capture of a goal least-privilege security need. <strong>Note:</strong> the semantics conveyed is that, while achieving a goal, the involved actors <strong>shall</strong> have access only to the necessary resources for that goal, and nothing else.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-042</td>
<td>Capture: need-to-know security need</td>
<td>The design-time tools <strong>shall</strong> allow for the capture of an intangible resource need-to-know security need. <strong>Note:</strong> the semantics conveyed is that a resource with a need-to-know security property <strong>shall</strong> only be accessible to the actors involved in the achievement of those goals to which it is linked by a “need” link.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-043</td>
<td>Capture: intangible resource privacy security need</td>
<td>The design-time tools <strong>shall</strong> allow for the capture of an intangible resource privacy security need. <strong>Note:</strong> the intangible resource privacy security need expresses that the intangible resource must remain known only to its owner(s).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of the actor of being genuine and being able to be verified and/or trusted.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ANIKETOS-TM-044 | Capture: goal privacy security need                   | The design-time tools *should* allow for the capture of a goal privacy security need.  
*Note*: the goal privacy security need expresses that third parties should not be aware that that goal is being pursued; this may imply that the involved parties (e.g. through delegation) remain unknown to third-parties. |
| ANIKETOS-TM-045 | Capture: non-repudiation security need                 | The design-time tools *shall* allow for the capture of a non-repudiation security need between an actor and a goal.  
*Note*: non-repudiation will assure that the actor is provided with proof of goal completion and that the collaborating parties, if any, are provided with proof of the actor’s identity, so neither can later deny having contributed to the achievement of the goal. |
| ANIKETOS-TM-046 | Capture: accountability security need                  | The design-time tools *shall* allow for the capture of an accountability security need between an actor and a goal.  
*Note*: the accountability security need expresses that the depository (i.e. actor) is accountable for that goal, regardless of any delegation he will make. |
| ANIKETOS-TM-047 | Capture: non-repudiation versus accountability security needs | The non-repudiation and accountability security needs *shall* be mutually exclusive.  
*Note*: accountability is considered to include authenticity and non-repudiation. |
| ANIKETOS-TM-048 | Capture: anonymity security need                       | The design-time tools *shall* allow for the capture of an anonymity security need between an actor and a delegated goal. |
| ANIKETOS-TM-049 | Capture: non-repudiation versus anonymity security needs | The non-repudiation and anonymity security needs *shall* be mutually exclusive. |
| ANIKETOS-TM-050 | Capture: accountability versus anonymity security needs | The accountability and anonymity security needs *shall* be mutually exclusive. |
| ANIKETOS-TM-051 | Capture: data integrity security need                  | The design-time tools *shall* allow for the capture of an intangible resource integrity security need. |
| ANIKETOS-TM-052 | Capture: data location security need                   | The design-time tools *shall* allow for the capture of a required data location for each intangible resource.  
*Note*: this requirement is specifically |
| Normal Operation mode – Trust modelling – Capture of security needs |
| --- | --- | --- |
| ID | Name | Description |
| ANIKETOS-TM-053 | Capture: separation of duty security need | designed to cope with cloud-computing platforms with which it is not always clear where data will be stored and/or processed. |
| ANIKETOS-TM-054 | Capture: consent security need | The design-time tools shall allow for the capture of the consent security need. |
| ANIKETOS-TM-055 | Capture: correction right security need | The design-time tools shall allow for the capture of the correction right security need. |
| ANIKETOS-TM-056 | Capture: written-purpose security need | The design-time tools shall allow for the capture of the written-purpose security need. |
| ANIKETOS-TM-057 | Capture: staff agreement security need | The design-time tools shall allow for the capture of the staff agreement security need. |
| ANIKETOS-TM-058 | Capture: auditability security need | The design-time tools shall allow for the capture of the goal auditability security need. |
| ANIKETOS-TM-059 | Capture: security need motivation | The design-time tools shall allow for the capture in textual format of the motivation (justification) behind each security need. |

| Normal Operation mode – Trust modelling – Capture of trust |
| --- | --- | --- |
| ID | Name | Description |
| ANIKETOS-TM-060 | Capture: trust relations | The design-time tools shall allow for the capture of trust relations between actors, expressed at the level of a goal, meaning that the trustor trusts the trustee for the fulfilment of that specific trustum (i.e. goal). 
*Note: the trust is subsumed to extend to the resources linked to the goal.* |
| ANIKETOS-TM-061 | Capture: distrust relations | The design-time tools should allow for the capture of distrust between actors, expressed at the level of a goal, meaning that the trustor distrusts the trustee for the fulfilment of that specific trustum (i.e. goal). 
*Note: if this requirement holds, then any requirement hereafter valid for trust relations also holds for distrust relations.* |
| ANIKETOS-TM- | Capture: absence of trust | The design-time tools may allow for the capture of the absence of trust relations |
### Normal Operation mode – Trust modelling – Capture of trust

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>062</td>
<td>relations</td>
<td>between actors, expressed at the level of a goal, meaning that the trustor does not explicitly trust the trustee for the fulfilment of that specific trustum (i.e. goal).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Note:</strong> if this requirement holds, then any requirement hereafter valid for trust relations also holds for the absence of trust relations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-063</td>
<td>Capture: absence of distrust relations</td>
<td>The design-time tools <em>may</em> allow for the capture of the absence of distrust relation between actors, expressed at the level of a goal, meaning that the trustor does not explicitly distrust the trustee for the fulfilment of that specific trustum (i.e. goal).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Note:</strong> if this requirement holds, then any requirement hereafter valid for trust relations also holds for the absence of distrust relations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-064</td>
<td>Capture: trust or distrust relation</td>
<td>The design-time tools <em>shall</em> refuse the establishment of multiple types of trust relations (i.e. trust, distrust, absence of trust, absence of distrust) between actors, expressed at the level of the same goal, except for the couple {absence of trust, absence of distrust}.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Note:</strong> the occurrence of multiple antagonist relations between actors is possible if different goals are concerned.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-065</td>
<td>Capture: cognitive trust</td>
<td>The design-time tools <em>shall</em> allow for the capture of trust relationships only between at least one cognitive actor and some other entity or entities (whether actor, service or resource, cognitive or non-cognitive).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-066</td>
<td>Capture: trustworthiness</td>
<td>The design-time tools <em>shall</em> allow for the capture of trustworthiness as an absolute property of an entity, whether actor (cognitive or non-cognitive), goal or resource.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Note:</strong> any entity having a trustworthiness property will be called hereafter a “trustworthy entity”, irrespective of the trustworthiness value(s).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| ANIKETOS-TM-067 | Capture: reputation | The design-time tools *shall* allow for the capture of reputation as one viewpoint...
### Normal Operation mode – Trust modelling – Capture of trust

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>067</td>
<td>Capture: certification</td>
<td>The design-time tools <em>shall</em> allow for the capture of certification as one viewpoint on trustworthiness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-068</td>
<td>Capture: temporal trust</td>
<td>The design-time tools <em>should</em> allow for the capture of a trust relationship restricted in time and duration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-069</td>
<td>Capture: contextual trust</td>
<td>The design-time tools <em>should</em> allow for the capture of a trust relationship restricted to a specific context, in particular environmental context.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Normal Operation mode – Trust modelling – Basic consistency checking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-071</td>
<td>Consistency checking compulsory triggering</td>
<td>The design-time tools <em>shall</em> search and raise inconsistencies before changing the model state to “validated”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-072</td>
<td>Consistency checking optional triggering</td>
<td>The design-time tools <em>should</em> search and raise inconsistencies upon designer request.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-073</td>
<td>Inconsistencies: irrelevant actor</td>
<td>The design-time tools <em>shall</em> raise an inconsistency error if an actor has not been assigned at least one asset (goal or resource).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-074</td>
<td>Inconsistencies: leaf goal decomposition error</td>
<td>The design-time tools <em>shall</em> raise an inconsistency error if a leaf goal of a goal-decomposition has not been marked (as a self-capability or as security-irrelevant).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| ANIKETOS-TM-075| Inconsistencies: collaborative goal decomposition warning | The design-time tools *shall* raise an inconsistency warning if a “collaborative goal” has not been decomposed.  
*Note: being collaborative gives a potential for delegation, but does not impose it.* |
| ANIKETOS-TM-076| Inconsistencies: collaborative goal decomposition error | The design-time tools *shall* raise an inconsistency error if a “collaborative goal” has been decomposed but none of its sub-goals have been delegated.                                                          |
| ANIKETOS-TM-077| Inconsistencies: least-privilege warning         | The design-time tools *shall* raise an inconsistency warning if an actor has more than one goal, of which at least one has a least-privilege security need.  
*Note: achieving many goals whilst ensuring the least-privilege security need can be performed with appropriate data segregation, but promises to be difficult.* |
### Normal Operation mode – Trust modelling – Consistency checking with the mainstream system engineering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-078</td>
<td>Mapping: concepts</td>
<td>Depending on the selected mainstream system engineering framework, the actor and asset (goal and resource) concepts and their relations <strong>shall</strong> be mapped to their corresponding concepts and relations⁹.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TM-079</td>
<td>Inconsistencies: confidentiality issue</td>
<td>Depending on the selected mainstream system engineering framework, the design-time tools <strong>should</strong> raise an inconsistency error if the information flow, as described in the mainstream system engineering model, contradicts one of the confidentiality security needs (i.e. least-privilege, need-to-know and privacy).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Normal Operation mode – Trustworthiness determination – Computational analysis support

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TD-001</td>
<td>Trustworthiness: computation</td>
<td>The design-time tools <strong>shall</strong> allow for the computation of trustworthiness as a function of different trustworthiness viewpoints (e.g. reputation, certification).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TD-002</td>
<td>Trustworthiness: configurable computation</td>
<td>The function allowing for the computation of trustworthiness based on different trustworthiness viewpoints <strong>shall</strong> be user-configurable to allow for different importance to be given to the different trustworthiness viewpoints.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TD-003</td>
<td>Trustworthiness: incremental composition</td>
<td>The design-time tools <strong>shall</strong> allow for the computation of composite trustworthiness when composing trustworthy entities (whether actor, service or resource) at design-time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TD-004</td>
<td>Trust: fusion</td>
<td>Upon designer request, the design-time tools <strong>shall</strong> compute the fusion of trust relationships.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TD-005</td>
<td>Trust: dilution</td>
<td>Upon designer request, the design-time tools <strong>shall</strong> compute the dilution of trust relationships.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⁹ The mapping **shall** be performed for a set of architecture frameworks as part of D6.2.
### Normal Operation mode – Trustworthiness determination – Discovery support

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TD-006</td>
<td>Discovery support</td>
<td>Trustworthiness properties <strong>shall</strong> be made available to support trust-based delegation discovery.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Normal Operation mode – Trustworthiness monitoring - Not applicable in this state and mode.

### Failed Operation mode – Trust modelling - Not applicable in this state and mode.

### Failed Operation mode – Trustworthiness determination - Not applicable in this state and mode.

### Failed Operation mode – Trustworthiness monitoring - Not applicable in this state and mode.

#### 4.2.2 Runtime operational state

### Normal Operation mode – Trust modelling - Not applicable in this state and mode.

### Normal Operation mode – Trustworthiness determination

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TD-007</td>
<td>Validation of a certificate of a service</td>
<td>The verification module <strong>shall</strong> validate the certificate of a certain service upon request.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TD-008</td>
<td>Validation of the certificates of a composite service</td>
<td>The verification module <strong>shall</strong> validate the certificates of a composite service upon request.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TD-009</td>
<td>Determining trustworthiness level</td>
<td>The run-time tools <strong>shall</strong> determine the trustworthiness level of a service or a service composition. This <strong>may</strong> include reputation of the service (and/or service provider).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Normal Operation mode – Trustworthiness monitoring

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TN-001</td>
<td>Monitoring confidentiality</td>
<td>The verification module <strong>shall</strong> monitor the confidentiality of the data flow within a service composition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TN-002</td>
<td>Monitoring privacy</td>
<td>The verification module <strong>shall</strong> monitor the privacy of the data flow within a service composition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TN-003</td>
<td>Monitoring integrity</td>
<td>The verification module <strong>shall</strong> monitor the integrity of a service or a service composition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TN-004</td>
<td>Monitoring trustworthiness level</td>
<td>The run-time tools <strong>shall</strong> monitor the trustworthiness level of a service or a service composition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TN-005</td>
<td>Monitoring contracts</td>
<td>The run-time tools <strong>shall</strong> monitor the...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN-005</td>
<td></td>
<td>fulfilment of the service contracts (be the service composite or not).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TN-006</td>
<td>Notification about confidentiality</td>
<td>The verification module <em>shall</em> provide information about confidentiality of a service upon request.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TN-007</td>
<td>Notification about privacy</td>
<td>The verification module <em>shall</em> provide information about the privacy of information flow of a service or a service composition upon request.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TN-008</td>
<td>Notification about integrity</td>
<td>The verification module <em>shall</em> provide information about the integrity of information flow of a service or a service composition upon request.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TN-009</td>
<td>Notification about trustworthiness level</td>
<td>The run-time tools <em>shall</em> provide information about the trustworthiness level of a service or a service composition upon request.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TN-010</td>
<td>Notify of changes in confidentiality</td>
<td>The verification module <em>shall</em> notify if the confidentiality of a service has changed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TN-011</td>
<td>Notify of changes in privacy</td>
<td>The verification module <em>shall</em> notify if the privacy of a communication channel is violated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TN-012</td>
<td>Notify of changes in integrity</td>
<td>The verification module <em>shall</em> notify if the integrity of an information flow is violated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TN-013</td>
<td>Evaluation of trustworthiness level of a service</td>
<td>The runtime-tools <em>shall</em> make the evaluation of trustworthiness level of a service based on the monitored data (to be defined) over service execution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TN-014</td>
<td>Contract status report</td>
<td>A service contract has an attribute specifying its state. Possible states might be: draft, proposed, approved, invalidated (e.g. due to design-time changes), failed (e.g. due to runtime non-compliance). The run-time tools <em>shall</em> set the status of the contract.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TN-015</td>
<td>Trustworthiness level feedback</td>
<td>The monitor trustworthiness module <em>shall</em> provide the feedback of the evaluated trustworthiness level based on the monitored data over service execution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TN-016</td>
<td>Trust reputation</td>
<td>The runtime-tools <em>shall</em> evaluate the service reputation to be included in calculation of the trustworthiness level of the service. Service provider reputation <em>should</em> be linked to the service reputation (relationship will be provided by the trust models in use).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Failed Operation mode – Trust modelling - Not applicable in this state and mode.

### Failed Operation mode – Trustworthiness determination

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TD-010</td>
<td>Unavailability of the contract negotiation module</td>
<td>If the contract negotiation module is not available, then the trustworthiness determination module (or the contract monitoring module) immediately reports a trust violation and checks the last known trustworthiness status of the service. If the last known status is still valid (e.g., not older than ( t_1 )), it reports this status. Otherwise, it reports a violation. After ( t_2 ), trustworthiness determination module (or the contract monitoring module) checks the status of the service again. If this fails, an error is reported. Note that the concrete values for ( t_1 ) and ( t_2 ) must be defined in the SLA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TD-011</td>
<td>Unavailability of the verification module</td>
<td>If the verification module is not available, then the trustworthiness determination module (or the contract monitoring module) immediately reports a trust violation and checks the last known trustworthiness status of the service. If the last known status is still valid (e.g., is not older than ( t_1 )) it reports this status. Otherwise, it reports a violation. After ( t_2 ), trustworthiness determination module (or the contract monitoring module) checks the status of the service again. If this fails, an error is reported. Note that the concrete values for ( t_1 ) and ( t_2 ) must be defined in the SLA.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Failed Operation mode – Trustworthiness monitoring

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TN-017</td>
<td>Unavailability of the contract</td>
<td>If the contract of any of the service components is not available, the run-time tools shall inform about this fact to aware that the trustworthiness level of the service might be compromised.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-TN-018</td>
<td>Unavailability of the notification module.</td>
<td>If the notification module is not available, then the run-time tools shall make a back log of the monitored data in order to be able to send this information when the notification module restarts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2.3 **External interface requirements**

External is to be understood as external to trust management: this includes interfaces internal to the Aniketos project. External interfaces for the trust management modules are specified in D1.2. This specification has been checked against the requirements listed above.

**Note (as expressed in D1.2):** There may be a link between the community support module and the trustworthiness prediction module if the trustworthiness information can be provided at runtime by Aniketos authority or a third party. This depends on the trust model to be developed in WP2.

4.2.4 **Quality factors**

No requirement has been set on trust management system extensibility or scalability. This will however need to be assessed later if industrial exploitation looks promising.

4.3 **Documentation**

4.3.1 **System and software documentation**

Please refer to D12.1 Aniketos Project Quality Handbook for the requirements in the trust management system documentation because it has to comply with the minimum quality levels of the results of the project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Documentation ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-DOC-001</td>
<td>User manuals</td>
<td>All software trust modelling components shall be provided with a user manual in English.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-DOC-002</td>
<td>Installation manuals</td>
<td>All trust modelling software components shall be provided with an installation manual in English.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIKETOS-DOC-003</td>
<td>Trust modelling methodology</td>
<td>The design-time trust modelling software component shall be provided with a methodology to elaborate the models, written in English.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.2 **Patterns and guidelines for establishing trust**

Please refer to Section 3.2 for possible patterns and guidelines for establishing developer trust in composite services.
5 **Aniketos multidimensional trust in composite services**

This chapter describes the mechanisms and techniques that will be considered in Aniketos for managing service trustworthiness. It includes the definition of trust that will be adopted in Aniketos as well as the detailed descriptions of the models, metrics, and mechanisms and how they can work together to establish and maintain trust.

5.1 **Trust definition in Aniketos**

As seen previously in Chapter 2, trust is a concept that *lies at the intersection of several domains, including sociology, psychology, law, economics, ethics, and computer science* [46], hence both social and technical aspects of trust should be considered, as it is based on socio-cognitive and technical relationships.

When it comes to how Aniketos can support the service developers and service consumers in their trust relationships to the services (and service providers), it is important to find an interpretation of trust relevant for this project. This can be a bit difficult by just looking at the term "trust" in isolation. The domain model found in D1.2 contains an overview of key concepts of Aniketos and their relations for our problem domain. It is imperative for the project to get to a definition of service trustworthiness that can be computed by the Aniketos platform and serves as aid to the developers and the consumers in their interaction with the services.

In the following, we explain the **trust relationship** definition adopted in Aniketos for both service composition and service provisioning contexts. The main distinction between them resides in the actors and whether the service trustworthiness is being predicted (design-time) or monitored (run-time). Another important difference to note is the format the trust object takes; either the offered service provider security contract or the negotiated service security agreement, respectively.

5.1.1 **Trust relationship in service composition**

In Aniketos, a trust relationship needs to be established between a service developer (i.e. the trustor) and each of the component services (i.e. the trustee) when creating a composite service (creation of a composition plan at design time). The object of the trust (i.e. the trustum) is formalised in a service provider security contract (or, for short, security contract or contract template) which includes the set of security properties the provider wishes to offer to the service consumer of the component at stake. The strength of this relationship is inspired by the *predicted service property trustworthiness* (Table 6).

Therefore, for service composition, for the $X$ trusts $Y$ relationship described in Section 2.1.1 in Aniketos we consider the following parts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$X$ trustor</th>
<th>$Y$ trustee</th>
<th>in context $C$</th>
<th>to do task $\tau$ trustum</th>
<th>for achieving $X$’s desired goal $g_x$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service developer</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Specified by the service contract</td>
<td>Service provider security contract</td>
<td>Successfully create a trustworthy composed service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service developer</td>
<td>Service provider</td>
<td>Specified by the service contract</td>
<td>Service provider security contract</td>
<td>Successfully create a trustworthy (composed) service</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Trust relationship in service composition

Note also that usually, when creating a composite service, the service developer trusts not only the service components but also their providers, being these either individual persons or whole
organizations. The trust of the developer in that service will perform as expected is closely linked to the trust in the provider, i.e. one influences the other. The precise relationship between both will be described by the trust mechanisms in Section 5.2.

5.1.2 Trust relationship in service provisioning

As Aniketos also supports service provisioning, a trust relationship needs to be established also in this context between a service consumer (i.e. the trustor) and a service provider (i.e. the trustee). During service provision the consumer uses (consumes) the service so its composition plan is deployed. As opposed to service composition, the object of the trust (i.e. the trustum) is formalised in the service security agreement (the mutually agreed set of security properties the customer wishes to be satisfied and the provider wishes to offer by their engagement). In this case, the strength of the trust relationship is inspired by the monitored service property trustworthiness (Table 7).

When the execution of the service component is adherent to its security contract during service runtime, trust level is maintained. In case there are policy violations then punishments in the form of trustworthiness level reduction (of the service component or service provider) take place.

Since a service provider can provide many services, associating trustworthiness to only that entity might not be enough; some trustworthiness value should be linked to the specific services as well (Table 7).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X trustor</th>
<th>Y trustee</th>
<th>in context C</th>
<th>to do task τ trustum</th>
<th>for achieving X’s desired goal g_x</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service consumer</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Specified by the service security agreement</td>
<td>Service security agreement</td>
<td>Successfully consume (a set of) service functionality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service consumer</td>
<td>Service provider</td>
<td>Specified by the service security agreement</td>
<td>Service security agreement</td>
<td>Successfully consume (a set of) service functionality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Trust relationship in service provisioning

Note that service end-users are a type of service consumer. Other service consumers are service mediators, which mediate in a service provision, because they consume a service and usually enrich it somehow for further providing it, so they also play the role of service provider.

5.1.3 Trustworthy services

The main challenge of Aniketos is to build trustworthy services. The notion of a trustworthy service at the most basic level can be taken as a service satisfying some minimum security requirements, most notably attestation and authorisation of service endpoints, and the use of secure communication channels between them [86], but also involves a judgement about how likely that service is to perform as claimed.

As explained in previous sections, and as pointed out Mohammad et Al [90]: “Trust is a social aspect that is hard to define formally. Trust is relative, there is no absolute trust.”

Still we need to come up with an interpretation of service trustworthiness that is valid for Aniketos, because we still need to use the services that have proved they have a minimum level of acceptance, even if we know they may fail occasionally.

The definition from NSA (as quoted by Ross Anderson in [91]) also goes in this direction: "a trusted system or component is one whose failure would break the security policy, while a trustworthy system or component is one that won't fail."
In Aniketos, **trustworthiness of a service** relates to the security decision with respect to extended investigations to determine and confirm qualifications, and suitability to perform specific tasks and responsibilities (as cited in [49]). Therefore, service trustworthiness is something that can be computed, measured or cognitively estimated in order to evaluate to what degree a service should be trusted. Service trustworthiness is associated to metrics (see below), measuring one or a set of properties of the service.

Therefore, the **trustworthiness level of a service** in Aniketos is a combination of both:

- **Cognitive trust** of the user (service consumer or service developer) on the service that is based on reputation derived from:
  - previous experiences of the user (direct trust),
  - recommendations given by a user, or by a community of users, on the service (indirect trust) and
  - other particular and unpredictable subjective metrics/aspects that are of important for the user for evaluation of trust.

- **Non-cognitive trust** is associated to objective and measurable properties of the service (see trust metrics). Depending on the type/nature of the service some metrics might apply and some others not.

The Aniketos platform will provide a means to support service trustworthiness evaluation and monitoring (non-cognitive trust) and will help the end users in the process of trust decision (cognitive trust) when developing or consuming services.

When monitoring a service, Aniketos service consumers will get some information on whether the service is performing as expected with regards to its security behaviour. In this case the trustworthiness level evaluated by the Aniketos platform is calculated from a set of trust metrics obtained during the execution of the service and influences the notifications the consumer gets.

When creating the service, Aniketos service developers will be informed on a predicted trustworthiness level of the service with respect to whether it has the ability to perform as expected, especially in relation to its security behaviour. The set of trust metrics computed for this does not need to be exactly the same as during service consumption. Therefore, two different trustworthiness levels will be associated to a service, one at design time (predicted) and one at run-time (monitored).

### 5.1.4 Trustworthiness metrics

The goal of having a computed or evaluated level of service trustworthiness in the Aniketos platform means that we should be able to define a set of attributes on certain service properties (characteristics) that influence its trustworthiness. For each of the attributes we should also be able to define metrics (the so called “trust metrics” or better “trustworthiness metrics”) which combined provide a measurable quantity of the service trustworthiness. Such metrics should be defined in a way that can be measured somehow (e.g. a reputation level, the strength of evidence, or the economical value of a promise/guarantee, etc.).

In the quality model of the ISO/IEC 9126 Software engineering -- Product quality standard [66] presented in Figure 10, six main internal (related to interim products) and external (related to the behaviour of the code when executed) quality characteristics that influence a software product quality are defined (the upper part of Figure 10). Each characteristic is further subdivided into sub-characteristics (the lower part of Figure 10) and each sub-characteristic can be measured by internal or external metrics of the attributes that influence that particular sub-characteristic.
The ISO/IEC 9126 standard defines also the quality in use characteristics (see Figure 11) which relate to the user view of product quality in specific environments and contexts of use.

In Aniketos we will identify which of these characteristics and sub-characteristics (properties) will be considered as part of the trust models we will develop, which have influence on the trustworthiness level of the service.

Considering the three viewpoints described of the ISO/IEC 9126 quality model (internal, external and in use), the set of metrics that serve to inform the service trustworthiness computation varies depending on which stage in the service lifecycle we are in. Additionally, depending on the type or nature of the service some metrics might apply and some others not.

The service properties that we would like to consider in Aniketos for evaluating the service trustworthiness are the following:

a. Authentication (the service is authenticated, its identity and authenticity verified). This will be managed by the Identity Management service of the Environment.

b. QoS aspects (see Section 5.2.2) including:
   1. Performance: measured through response time attribute.
   2. Reliability: measure through rate of successful completion of a service execution.
   3. Availability: measured through uptime attribute.
   4. Security: the following attributes may be considered:
      a. Encryption: indicating secure exchange of messages using encryption.
b. Authentication: indicates whether authentication mechanisms are used.
c. Privacy: indicates which parties can have access to the operations and messages.

5. Cost: the execution cost of a Web service.

c. Reputation of the service and service provider. Domain general factors for reputation-based models include (see Section 6):

- Certificates
- Time complexity / space / algorithm / architecture complexity
- Quality and frequency of updates
- Software development process
- Personal relation to the developers
- Formal verification of trustworthiness properties
- Quality of documentation
- Frequency of usage of a service
- Security incident history

Eventually, other subset of metrics related to domain-specific trustworthiness factors identified in Section 3.1.1 could also be included. This subject is still under consideration due to the difficulties the implementation of some metrics could bring into the platform construction in the project time frame. The challenge resides obviously in defining a methodology to measure such metrics and the elaboration of trust models that combine these attributes, some objective (e.g. lines of code), some perhaps subjective (e.g. quality of documentation), and some that could either increase or decrease trustworthiness depending on the trustor’s point of view (e.g. cost).

5.2 Trust models and mechanisms

This section describes Aniketos models, metrics, techniques and mechanisms for establishing and maintaining trust in composite services. The models take into account the service compositionality.

5.2.1 Contract-based trust and security

The Security-by-Contract-with-Trust paradigm (which serves also as a basis for some of the security analysis techniques developed within WP3, see [D31] for details), S×C×T for short, has been recently proposed [67, 68] as a unique framework for managing both security and trust at application execution time. One of the main differences between the Security-by-Contract paradigm and the Security-by-Contract-with-Trust approach is that the code of the application also plays a central role in the S×C×T workflow, depicted in Figure 12. Indeed, the function “check-evidence” is replaced by a trust module that according to the adherence of the application to its contract updates the level of trust of the application itself. It is interesting to note that updating the level of trust of the application implies updating the level of trust of the provider of the application since the device receives the couple application-contract from the provider.

\[10\] In contrast to ANIKETOS project, in this work we do not distinguish between “agreement template”, as the list of policies which are guaranteed by the provider, and “contract”, as a list of policies application provider and application consumer ‘agree’ on. It is not important to highlight this difference in scope of the work done, because we do not consider explicitly the selection of the most suitable application, but only focus on analysis of a selected application.
The basic idea is the following one: let us consider having a device and let us suppose we want to run an application on it, developed by possibly unknown developers. As in the S×C paradigm, we assume that contracts and policies are specified through the same formalism. According to Figure 12, the code is downloaded with its contract. The level of trust is checked, this means that we measure the level of trust that the code adheres to its contract. If the check fails, the code is considered untrusted, so on one side the policy is enforced in order to guarantee security issues, on the other side the contract is monitored in order to log the contract violations. If the monitored execution does not violate its contract the level of trust is upgraded, otherwise it is downgraded. Otherwise, if the code is trusted, the compliance between the contract and the policy is checked in order to understand if the application can be executed without any enforceable mechanisms running on it.

Going into more detail, the application lifecycle consists of the following steps:

**Step 1** - Trust Assessment: Each downloaded mobile application comes with a given recommendation rate, which allows the trust module of the user device to decide if the application can be considered as trusted or not.

**Step 2** - Contract Driven Deployment: According to the trust measure, the security module decides if just monitoring the contract or both enforcing the policy and monitoring the contract going into one of the scenarios described in Step 3.

**Step 3** - Contract Monitoring vs. Policy Enforcement Scenarios: Depending on the chosen scenario the security module is in charge of monitoring either the policy or the contract and saving the execution traces (logs). Indeed, we have two sub-cases representing the Contract Monitoring (CM) and the Policy Enforcement & Contract Monitoring (PECM) configurations:

- **Contract Monitoring Scenario (CM)**: The monitoring/enforcement infrastructure is required to monitor only the application contract. Indeed, under these conditions, contract adherence also implies policy compliance. If no violation is detected then the application worked as expected. Otherwise, we discovered that a trusted party provided us with a fake contract. In more detail, the contract monitoring works according to the following strategy depicted in Figure 13a. The execution trace is kept in memory. When a signal arrives, its consistency with respect to the monitored contract is checked. If the contract is respected then its internal monitoring state is updated and the operation is allowed, and a good behaviour is logged (i.e., contract respected). Otherwise, if a violation attempt happens, a security error occurs, and a bad feedback is triggered (i.e., contract violation), and the system switches from contract monitoring to policy enforcement configuration in order to guarantee that the security policy is satisfied. Since an instance of the policy is always present, this operation does not imply a serious computational overhead.
Policy Enforcement & Contract Monitoring Scenario (PECM). Since the contract either declares some undesired behaviour or comes from an untrusted source, the policy enforcement is turned on. Similarly to a pure enforcement framework, our system guarantees that executions are policy-compliant. However, monitoring contracts during these executions can provide useful feedback for better tuning the trust vector. Hence, in this scenario, both the policy enforcement and the contract monitoring are active. Indeed, the contract monitoring receives event signals from the executing code and keeps trace of the execution trace. When a signal arrives, its consistency with respect to the monitored contract is checked. If the contract is respected then its internal monitoring state is updated and the operation is allowed, and a good behaviour is logged (i.e. contract respected). Otherwise, if a violation attempt happens, a security error occurs and a violation feedback is logged for the trust module. The policy enforcer is only in charge of following the execution of the application and whenever it attempts to violate the security policy of the device the enforcement mechanism halts the execution in such a way that the security policy is satisfied. This configuration is activated on a statistical basis (Figure 13b).

Let us notice that, in both the previous scenarios, contract monitoring plays a central role. Indeed, a contract violation denotes that a trusted provider released a fake contract.

Step 4: Trust Feedback Inference: Finally, the trust module parses the SxCxCxT produced logs and infers trust feedback.

5.2.1.1 Certifying Service Implementations

Both, the Security-by-Contract paradigm and the Security-by-Contract-with-Trust paradigm rely on a certification that proves that an actual service implementation adheres to its security or trust objectives, i.e. its contract. In principle, the following techniques can provide such a certificate:

- **Random test case generation (RTG),** i.e. the generation of random test cases that are used for checking if a implementation fulfils its contract or crashes (fuzz testing).
- **Specification-based test case generation (STG),** i.e. the generation of test cases (sequences of system operations) based on the service contract that can be used to validate that an implementation fulfils its contract.
- **Static code analysis (SCA),** i.e. techniques that statically (without actually execution) analyse the source code (less preferable: byte code) of a service using formal techniques such as abstract interpretation.
- **Manual code inspection (MCI) or manual code review may result in accredited certification, e.g., following Common Criteria.**
- **Formal verification (FV),** of a service implementation using techniques such as model-checking or (interactive) theorem proving. As such techniques require a detailed formal specification together with a formal semantics of the programming languages used, the formal verification is very time consuming and, therefore, expensive.
These techniques differ (see Figure 14) both in the amount of human expertise and work required for applying them as well as in the level of assurance they can give for the absence of security and trust related problems of the analyzed service.

![Figure 14: Comparison of the different techniques for certifying service implementations.](image)

As static code analysis provides a high level of assurance while only requiring a moderate level of human effort and expertise, we focus on applying static code analysis techniques for ensuring the security and trustworthiness of services within the Aniketos framework.

Static code analysis is a method for finding (semi-) automatically potential security and trust problems in service implementations without actually executing the implementation. Analysing an implementation that requires the execution of the implementation is called *dynamic program analysis*. The simplest form of a static code analysis is a textual search (e.g. similar to the Unix utility `grep`) for “dangerous commands” such as commands that allow for directly executing arbitrary system commands. Of course, such a text search that ignores the context in which a command is used is usually not sufficient. On problem with such simple approaches is the generation of many false positives, i.e., such methods report a large number of potential problems that are no problem because there is no possibility for an attacker to exploit the use of a “dangerous commands”. Therefore, state of the art static code analysis tools try to take the context in which a potential dangerous programming construct is used into account.

Static code analysis approaches (see [75, 77] for an overview of such approaches) for analysing security and trust properties usually work on abstractions of the source code such as control flow graph (i.e. a compact representation of the set of possible execution path of a method) or call graphs (i.e. a representation of the potential control flow between different methods). Based on those graphs, the (potential) dataflow of a program can be analysed. The dataflow analysis gives detailed information on how data flows from the source (e.g. user input) to the various sinks (e.g. output to the user or storing the data in a database) or potential dangerous commands. For each of these flows, the static analysis tools needs to check, if the required security and trust checks (e.g. requiring authorization, checking credentials, etc.), respectively, counter-measures (such as input sanitation) are taken or not. Tsipenyuk et al. [76] present a taxonomy of the different security and trust problems that are usually tackled by static code analysis approaches. Chess and Jacob [78] give a detailed overview of static code analysis for security and trust related properties, thus, the interested reader is referred to [78].

Within Aniketos, we will focus on the development of static code analysis techniques that exploit the semantics of the analyzed implementation (this is in contrast to most of the state of the art tools which usually only analyse the implementation on a purely syntactical level). The use of formal analysis techniques on a semantically level should help to reduce the number of reported false positives (i.e., reported problems that, after a manual inspection, are classified as not being a trust or security issue). Moreover, within Aniketos we will concentrate on the development of static analysis techniques for trust and privacy properties - this, as well, extends the state of the art which focuses on the detection of...
exploitable security problems such as SQL injections. The underlying formal techniques will be aligned with the techniques used for analyzing service compositions (see [D31] for details).

In general, Security-by-Contract-with-Trust is an important part of ANIKETOS platform (e.g., see D2.2 and D2.3). Although it is used in ANEKETOS as a separate module, it benefits from and contributes to trustworthiness computation. First of all, SxCxT needs reliable trust values (e.g., determined by methods described in Section 2.3.3) in order to make a decision whether security properties must be enforced. As it has been discussed above, if an application comes from a trusted source only contract must be monitored. This idea is highly important in the context of services, where direct access to invoked services is often limited and some properties cannot be checked. Secondly, SxCxT model shows how trust values are updated. The application which behaves according to the contract increases its reputation, while violation of a contract is punished by reducing reputation (see Section 5.2.2.3). Finally, as it has been mentioned SxCxT could benefit from usage of certificates which increase the trust in correct implementation of declared policies (see Section 2.3.2).

5.2.2 QoS and reputation

This subsection includes Aniketos mechanisms for quantitative trust computation based on user feedback and reputation in the service user communities and on QoS attributes. QoS and reputation are important to determine the trustworthiness of a component service and the expected trustworthiness of a composition of those services. Section 2.3.3 investigated existing work in this area and how Aniketos can benefit from their strengths and weaknesses. As discussed in that section several service QoS attributes and their classifications have been identified in the literature. The following are the categories of QoS that will be considered:

- **Performance:** measured through response time attribute.
- **Reliability:** measure through rate of successful completion of a service execution.
- **Availability:** measured through uptime attribute.
- **Security:** the following attributes may be considered:
  - Encryption: indicating secure exchange of messages using encryption.
  - Authentication: indicates whether authentication mechanisms are used.
  - Privacy: indicates which parties can have access to the operations and messages.
- **Cost:** the execution cost of a Web service.

These categories are used as a preliminary set and can be extended or modified as required. The ratings of a component service are generated from the metrics data by the trustworthiness monitoring module. Some service attributes may be evaluated without runtime monitoring such as cost and security properties. Therefore, the attributes may be classified into two nonexclusive sets of design-time and runtime category of attributes.

5.2.2.1 Business process models

The calculation of the trustworthiness of the composite Web service depends on the way the composite service is constructed. Component Web services may be invoked in a business process in one or more of path constructs that include the following basic and other commonly supported constructs:

- **Sequence:** services are invoked sequentially one after the other.
- **Parallel with synchronisation (AND split/AND join):** two or more services are invoked in parallel and their outcome is synchronised. All services must be executed successfully for the next task (service) to be executed.
- **Loop or iteration:** a service is invoked in a loop until a condition is met. We assume that the number of iterations or its average is known at the time of composition or it follows a particular distribution.
• Exclusive choice (XOR Split/XOR join): a service is invoked instead of others if a condition is met. We assume that the probability of each alternative service is to be invoked is known at the time of composition.

• Discriminator (AND split/OR join): two or more services are executed in parallel but no synchronisation of the outcome of their execution.

• Unordered sequence: multiple services are executed sequentially but arbitrarily.

These and several other possible patterns are investigated in Workflow Patterns Initiative [74]. In WP3, formal techniques for analyzing security properties of business processes (representing service compositions) will be developed (see [D31] for details).

5.2.2.2 Computing QoS and reputation of service compositions

The computation assumes that the QoS, reputation, other metrics are available for component services. Each constituent of the business process will require its trustworthiness computation technique. Note that for the security attributes we follow the weakest link approach where a service composition is as secure in relation to a particular security attribute as its component service with the weakest metric of that security attribute.

\[
\min_{s \in S} \text{Sec}(s)
\]

where Sec is a rating of a security attribute.

The aggregation functions per process construct for each of the proposed QoS attributes and for the reputation are as follows (see Table 1 for summary):

**Sequence**: For a sequence of services the cost and response time are the sums of respective values of component services. Reputation, reliability, and availability are the product of the values of constituent services respectively.

**Parallel**: The cost of the execution of multiple concurrent services is the sum of their cost. The response time however is equal to the longest response time since the next step cannot proceed until all parallel services have successfully executed. Reputation, reliability, and availability are the product of the values of constituent services respectively.

**Loop**: The reputation and QoS attributes of a loop construct of n iterations of a service s is the same as a sequence construct of n copies of s.

**Exclusive Choice**: each service s in the alternative services set S has a probability \(\rho(s)\) that it will be executed and \(\sum_{s \in S} \rho(s) = 1\). For all attributes in this construct the aggregation is the sum of corresponding attributes of component services multiplied by its probability.

**Discriminator**: the cost of a discriminator construct is the sum of costs of the services. The response time is equal to the minimum response time since the first service completes marks the start of the next task. The construct only fails if all constituent services fail. Hence, reliability \(p_{\text{discriminator}} = 1 - \prod_{s \in S}(1 - \rho(s))\) and similarly for reputation and availability.

**Unordered sequence**: Reputation and QoS attributes in unordered sequence is dealt with in the same way as sequence constructs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Reputation</th>
<th>Response time</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sequence</td>
<td>(\prod_{s \in S} r(s))</td>
<td>(\sum_{s \in S} t(s))</td>
<td>(\prod_{s \in S} l(s))</td>
<td>(\sum_{s \in S} c(s))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel</td>
<td>(\prod_{s \in S} r(s))</td>
<td>(\max_{s \in S} t(s))</td>
<td>(\prod_{s \in S} l(s))</td>
<td>(\sum_{s \in S} c(s))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loop</td>
<td>(r(s)^n)</td>
<td>(n \cdot t(s))</td>
<td>(l(s)^n)</td>
<td>(n \cdot c(s))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2.2.3 Calculation of the overall trustworthiness

Service ratings can be generated based on QoS and reputation metrics. A service rating measures how a metric adheres to or violates service contract specifications (or more generally acceptable quality values). Aggregation of the metrics for a service composition is discussed in the previous section. The mechanisms for the aggregation of the metrics, generating ratings and the calculation of the trustworthiness are implemented in D2.2.

For a service in general (i.e. both component and composite) the overall trustworthiness in Aniketos may be calculated from its ratings using a number of approaches such as:

- Exponential moving average of the ratings:
  \[ T = \alpha \cdot R + (1 - \alpha) \cdot T \]
  where \( T \) is the trustworthiness score, \( R \) is the new rating, and \( \alpha \) is the rate of adoption of new ratings (0 ≤ \( \alpha \) ≤ 1) which can depend on the recency of last calculation of trustworthiness and the new rating’s priority.

- Weighted average of the existing ratings. Weighting can be based on some criteria such as recency of each rating and the priority of the type of that rating. This approach allows more dynamic customisation of weights but is not as scalable.

Subsection 2.3.3.4 discussed the credibility of ratings. A credibility or confidence value indicating certainty about the trustworthiness evaluation can be calculated based on the quantity and quality of information available about a service. For example, significant variations between the values of service ratings results in reduction of the credibility. This may be calculated using the following formula:

\[ c_c = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \omega_i \cdot |S - s_i|}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \omega_i} \]

where \( c_c \) is the ratings deviation credibility, \( \omega_i \) is the weight of the rating \( s_i \), and \( |S - s_i| \) is the absolute difference between \( s_i \) and \( S \) is the trustworthiness score.

5.2.2.4 Eliciting user feedback

A variety of methods can be used to elicit trust estimates, e.g., discrete scales with 5 to 10 points or a visual analogue scale, where (in principle) infinitely many points are available between two extreme positions. Questions can ask people to:

- rate how much they agree (e.g., from “completely disagree” to “completely agree”) with a statement about a service, such as how well it satisfies the service’s advertised specification;
- score a service on some reputation-relevant quality, such as usability;
- rate how sure they are about their rating.
The number of items used affects the possible variability in responses. For instance a single 5-point discrete item clearly offers only 5 possibilities, so it may be difficult to distinguish between services. Two 5-point items provide 25 levels. In general a scale comprised of $p$-point scales and $i$ items will have $p^i$ different values. In practice, fewer variations will arise if item responses are correlated, for instance if they ask the same question in only superficially different ways, or (more interestingly) if they tap into a single underlying latent construct. For an extreme example, 100 items with 5-point responses which perfectly correlate will lead to only 5 possibilities. However theory-driven between-item correlation can be useful as it can be used to average out random measurement error. Principle components analysis is commonly used to detect such correlations and to extract a value representing the shared variance of a collection of items which tap into the same construct.

Care must be taken distinguishing between ratings of a quality and epistemic certainty about a rating of a quality. When people are presented with a scale concerning a probability, 50% is sometimes used to express “don’t know” [83], which is incorrect. Knowing that an event has .5 probability is informative. Consider a repeatedly flipped coin for which we know $P(\text{heads}) = .5$. We know the coin will eventually land heads – around half the time over a long number of trials. If we have no information about the probability, that would be expressed as an interval, $P(\text{heads}) \in [0,1]$. The coin could systematically land heads or systematically land tails – the interval expresses that we don’t know anything about its likely behaviour. Similar problems occur in the domain of ratings of trust leading to reputation metrics. For instance rating trust in an interval from 0 to 1 leaves ambiguous what zero denotes; it could mean either complete distrust or no trust, i.e., complete uncertainty about trust [84].

5.2.2.5 Understanding and reasoning about uncertain information

Inferring the trustworthiness of a service in Aniketos based on a sample of opinions about reputation and data on quality of service (QoS) is an uncertain inference problem. People are generally not very good at solving such problems. In one infamous study, only around 20% of medical students and qualified doctors were able to solve a simple probability problem concerning diagnosis [81]. There are inter-individual differences in performance on a range of reasoning tasks, many but not all related to general intelligence [80]. Also how information is represented can have an effect on how well people can reason about it, including the diagnosis problem which presented so many difficulties [82].

Reputation ratings typically involve the reduction of many individual ratings to one or more summary values, for instance to the mean rating. Doing so removes information about uncertainty in the measurement, so for instance a service with a mean rating of 4 out of 5 might not be statistically significantly different from a service rated 3 out of 5, leading to a service being unfairly chosen over another. Even where differences are statistically significant, they may not be practically meaningful. A difference in mean rating between 4.666 and 4.667 is an extreme example.

If there are qualitatively different groups of raters, e.g., due to a mixture of experienced and novice developers, then this may be reflected in multimodal distributions (see Figure 15 for a simulated example based on 100 draws from a mixture of beta distributions $\text{Be}(8,1)$ and $\text{Be}(1,8)$, rescaled from [0,1] to [0,5] and discretized), in which case taking a single summary value is misleading and may not summarise either of the groups. In the example, there are two modes, one at 0 at the other at 5. The mean is 2.5 and median 3, where few values lie.
There will be correlations between ratings for separate services, for instance if users rate more than one service or if a composite service repeatedly contributes QoS data about one of its services. This means that the data points will not be independent, introducing a bias unless the error structure is correctly modelled.

Although QoS and usage data are more objective than self-reported reputation data, the problem of inferring from sample-to-population remains. A difference between services in terms of recorded QoS does not imply that the services differ in their ability to provide an equally good QoS. The problem of correlation structure rears its head here too. For instance a single composite service can unduly influence the reputation or QoS data of the services it composes if:

- the composite service is used more frequently than other composite services;
- a contextual factor, such as the quality of a network connection, is the (unknown) cause of a reported poor trustworthiness or poor QoS.

### 5.2.2.5.1 Count data

The simplest instance of count data consists of pairs of positive and negative cases, representing, e.g., how many times a request to use a service has and hasn’t been successful. It might be compelling to represent these data as only percentages; however doing so removes information about uncertainty due to noise.

For instance, suppose service $S1$ was rated positively 70% of the time and $S2$ 60% of the time. If these percentages were based on 20 ratings, 10 for each service, the 95% Confidence Interval (CI) of the difference in the population percentages ranges from $-42\%$ to $+62\%$, so we cannot reliably infer which service has a better rating. If there are 200 ratings, then the difference ranges from $-4$ to $+24\%$, which is in favour of $S2$, but still includes 0, i.e., the data are consistent with no difference in the population. With 2000 ratings, the difference 95% CI is 6% to 14%, so now we can be surer that $S1$ is better than $S2$.

The situation is similar for data concerning how often each of $N$ services has been used. For instance suppose there are three services, $S1$, $S2$, and $S3$.

- $S1$ has been used 6 times
- $S2$ has been used 3 times
- $S3$ has been used 3 times

The probability of this distribution of responses, given the null hypothesis that in the population usage of all the services is equal, is around 0.6. The percentages of usage were kept constant (50%, 25%, 25%) but the number of observed instances increased to demonstrate the effect on $p$-values – see Table 9. The $\chi^2(df = 2)$ distribution was used for all but the first example (which was computed by simulation with 2000 replicates). By normal conventions, the example with 48 observations in total (24,12,12) is unlikely given the null, so we could justify choosing $S1$ over the other two services.
Table 9: Effect of (hypothetical) number of service uses on ability to infer population differences in services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$S1$</th>
<th>$S2$</th>
<th>$S3$</th>
<th>Probability of sample distribution, given equal usage in population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recommendation: present integer counts of both successes and failures. If percentages are used, then include also the 95% CIs (see, for instance, [79], for a comparison of methods) and the number of observations.

5.2.2.5.2 Interval data

Rating data is often on a bounded scale, e.g., from 0 to 5, or – especially for visual analogue scales – 0 to 100. Typically such data are analysed as if they were Gaussian distributed in which case the 95% CI for the mean is computing using the $t$-distribution,

$$[\text{mean} + t(df = N-1, \text{quantile} = .025) \times SE, \text{mean} + t(df = N-1, \text{quantile} = .975) \times SE]$$

Or equivalently, since the distribution is symmetrical,

$$\text{mean} \pm t(df = N-1, \text{quantile} = .975) \times SE$$

where $N$ is the number of observations and $SE$ is the standard error of the mean, $\frac{SD}{\sqrt{N}}$. The $t$-distribution may also be used to infer population differences between ratings based on the sample using a $t$-test. An approximation for the 95% CI is given by the normal distribution, in which case the intervals are the mean $\pm 1.96 \times SE$, which is equivalent to the $t$-distribution as $df$ tends to infinity.

Discrete ratings cannot have a Gaussian distribution; however in practice the statistics are sufficient. For border cases, treating bounded rating data as if it were Gaussian may give inaccurate intervals as the distribution is skewed. For instance simulating responses on a 0 to 5 scale from 100 users (based on 100 draws from the beta distribution, $\text{Be}(8,1)$, rescaled from $[0,1]$ to $[0,5]$ and discretised) gives the distribution in Figure 16 which is far from the shape of a Gaussian.

![Figure 16: Example of skewed reputation distribution](image)

Recommendation: present rating data in a way which highlights variability and uncertainty in the estimation of the statistic chosen (e.g., mean/median).
6 Conclusion

This chapter examines the coherence and integration of the mechanisms in managing trust in service compositions and aligns these techniques with the architecture of the Aniketos platform given in D1.2. In Chapter 4, we discussed which requirements as identified in D1.2 are relevant for the choice of suitable trust models. A key result of the requirements analysis is the need for different trust models using different definitions of trust. In Chapter 2, this deliverable describes several models for trust and trustworthiness. Focusing on the introduced models, all utilize different trust interpretations. So, a wide range of trust aspects (e.g. technical vs. social trust) is covered. One goal within the Aniketos project is the combination of these trust definitions to provide a comprehensive overview of trust in the service context. The benefit of the combination is a measurement of trust that relies on different trust interpretations and can be used to validate the trustworthiness of a service.

The goal of all trust management approaches is the reliable answer to the question if a service or a service composition is trustworthy. This answer is determined by the actual behaviour of a composite service combined with the evaluation of the behaviour of its component services in the past.

To evaluate the past behaviour of a service, the architecture of the Aniketos platform as described in D1.2 provides the trustworthiness prediction module. This module computes the current trustworthiness of a service based on the trust relationship and trust models in use. Thereby, this computation utilizes information about the past behaviour of a service. It also estimates the overall trustworthiness of a composite service based on a given composition plan.

The trustworthiness level is a ratio including various trust metrics and scalable results of trust mechanisms. The described models therefore provide mechanisms and metrics to estimate a scalable level of a well-defined trust definition.

The application of the trustworthiness prediction module is necessary at design-time as well as at runtime. During design time, it provides information about the trust of a service or a service composition based on gathered data. During runtime, the actual behaviour of a service composition influences the results of the computed trust level.

So, the trustworthiness prediction during runtime relies on the monitoring of a service during runtime. This task is provided by the monitor trustworthiness module. As described in the architecture of the Aniketos platform in D1.2, this module enables runtime monitoring of trustworthiness based on the mechanisms and metrics defined according to the trust model. If changes in trustworthiness defy the required levels in a contract, then the affected parties are notified by the notification module. This module also invokes the trustworthiness prediction module to inform about changes of the trust level of a service composition.

In this deliverable we have considered two different types of trust models which offer a different point of view on trust. In Chapter 3, we have examined user-centric trust and on the other hand we have discussed trust relying on technical aspects. Therefore, we differentiate between cognitive models taking a user-centric perspective and non-cognitive models of trust which have a technical perspective.

As mentioned above, cognitive models take a user-centric perspective. This means that they incorporate user’ experiences into mechanisms for establishing trust among users. This approach states that trustworthiness is highly influenced by the perception of the user and so defines trust as a result of non-technical factors. This type of model bases the trust level of a service on the perception of the users.

Social and cognitive models as refined in Chapter 2 and 5 focus on the trust perception of services developers and services designers. As these people are composing black box services, this may draw inferences about trustworthiness. Therefore, this deliverable identified a first draft of domain-general factors to study their influence on trust, trustworthiness, and reputation of service developers and designers. These factors are listed with a short explanation in Table 10.
Table 10: Domain general factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain general factor</th>
<th>Critical influences on trust, trustworthiness, or reputation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Origin and quality of certificates</td>
<td>Is a certifying authority trustworthy?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time and space complexity</td>
<td>Does the performance of a service influence its trustworthiness?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture complexity</td>
<td>Does the composition reveal untrustworthy links?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm complexity</td>
<td>Does a complex metric to compute a trust level have an influence on the user validation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency and quality of updates</td>
<td>Are the updates on a regular basis? If a new security problem arises, are there timely updates? How is the quality?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software development process</td>
<td>Is a software open source? Is its development process documented?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal relation to the developers</td>
<td>Does a personal contact to the developers influence the level of trust?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal verification of trustworthiness properties</td>
<td>Does the application of formal methods influence the level of trustworthiness?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of documentation</td>
<td>Is the interface of a service well-documented?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of usage of a service</td>
<td>Is the service well-known to a user?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security incident history</td>
<td>Is a service known for security incidents?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reputation-based trust models rely on the idea that the history of a trustee can reflect its future trustworthiness. This history is recorded based on user experiences and can be expressed as a scalable rating of the past. Three main models are described:

- Online reputation models for products and services
- Models for P2P and multi-agent systems for peers
- Models for services

In reputation-based trust models, the trustworthiness of a service depends on its history. A user will trust a service if the past behaviour shows that this service can be trusted.

A second type of a cognitive model analyzes the usage of patterns and guidelines for trust in composite services. Patterns and guidelines propose a set of instructions to achieve a certain security objective. In this deliverable, we address only a special kind of patterns. All presented patterns focus on tasks related to technical aspects. This means that a certain set of instructions can be implemented on a technical level and its achievement can be checked.

Non-cognitive trust models provide mechanisms for establishing trust among entities and verifying the identity of participating entities and their credentials and characteristics. These are described in Chapter 2. The mechanisms used in these models validate the application of security or other technical properties. Focusing on policy-based trust models, the trustworthiness of a service is analyzed on a technical level. This means that the trustworthiness of a service relies on the fulfilment of certain specifications of the behaviour of a service. To validate if a service behaves in a predefined way, it is necessary that the specification can be validated automatically to simplify the check.

Nevertheless which specification is demanded by a service depends on the usage scenario where this certain service is applied. Using a secure channel to broadcast financial data requires other specifications than upload holiday pictures. Moreover, there may be additional aspects influencing the demanded specifications:

- legal restrictions (compliance)
service level agreements of a company
personal security goals of a user

In the context of this deliverable, we have studied policy-based trust models to ensure trustworthiness on a technical level.

This means that a service is considered trustworthy if certain technical specifications are provided. The user of a service defines the specifications of acceptable behaviour and describes these in a policy. Trustworthiness in the context of a policy-based model means that a consumer’s policy has to be fulfilled by the agreement template of a service, e.g. the agreement template is matching the policy. So, a service behaves according to the specified requirements of a user and this matching provides a contract between user and service provider defining the behaviour of this service.

This guarantee relies on two conditions. First, the agreement template has to be truly fulfilled by the service. This means that a service has to match the specifications its developer has been promised. This requires an additional check. Within the Aniketos project, we plan to check this kind of matching by static analysis. Second, the policy of a user has to be evaluated. This evaluation of security policies can be given by a trusted third party based on security standards as described in Section 2.3.2.

Cognitive and non-cognitive models aim to establish trust by users towards composite services, but focus on different perspectives of trust. Cognitive models see a trustworthy relationship among users as a perception gained by the involved parties. The quality and reason of these perceptions are studied within these models. This user-centric perspective is complemented by the non-cognitive models to broaden the view of the characteristics of a trustworthy relationship. These models provide validation that a service fulfils defined requirements. This guarantees a certain well-defined behaviour of a service. The combination of non-cognitive as well as cognitive models in the Aniketos project offers a wide perspective of various characteristics which can be taken into account when establishing a trust relationship.
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